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Abstract
This thesis provides a computational model and the first experimental
demonstration of a Fresnel zone light field spectral imaging (FZLFSI) system. This
type of system couples an axial dispersion binary diffractive optic with light field
(plenoptic) camera designs providing a snapshot spectral imaging capability. A
computational model of the system was developed based on wave optics methods
using Fresnel propagation. It was validated experimentally and provides excellent
demonstration of system capabilities. The experimentally demonstrated system was
able to synthetically refocus monochromatic images across greater than a 100nm
bandwidth. Furthermore, the demonstrated system was modeled to have a full
range of approximately 400 to 800nm with close to a 15nm spectral sampling
interval. While images of multiple diffraction orders were observed in the measured
light fields, they did not degrade the system’s performance. Experimental
demonstration also showed the capability to resolve between and process two
different spectral signatures from a single snapshot. For future FZLFSI designs, the
study noted there is a fundamental design trade-off, where improved spectral and
spatial resolution reduces the spectral range of the system.
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THE FRESNEL ZONE LIGHT FIELD SPECTRAL IMAGER
I. Introduction
The Fresnel zone plate (FZP) is a diffractive optic with the resolving power of a
lens of the same diameter [1]. Traditionally, one distinct advantage of the FZP over
refractive optics is it can be used for imaging in spectral regions, such as extreme
ultraviolet and soft x-rays, where solids are highly absorbing [2]. On the other hand,
a typically undesirable aspect of the FZP is that focal length varies greatly with
wavelength, making axial chromatic aberration (ACA) quite severe [3]. Figure 1
demonstrates the ACA of a binary diffractive optic based on FZP theory, the
photon sieve, with a half meter focal length. As a result, much of the previous
research involving imaging with binary diffractive optics of this sort has considered
methods for reducing this aberration in order to image targets over reasonable
spectral bandwidths [4, 5]. Conversely, it has been demonstrated that the ACA of
diffractive optics might be exploited for high resolution spectral imaging by physical
translation of the sensor array along the optic axis to measure different image
formation planes [6, 7]. As a dispersive spectrometer, the concept of the system is
similar to that of a linear grating. Instead of lateral dispersion of the spectra, now
Figure 1. The ACA of FZP-type optics was demonstrated using a 500mm focal length
photon sieve illuminated by a white light LED. This picture was set-up and taken with
the help of Will Dickinson.
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the dispersion is axial.
This thesis investigates computational spectral imaging using binary optics
based on FZP theory coupled with a light field detection assembly. The different
image formation planes for each wavelength are constructed synthetically through
processing the collected light field. This concept has been recently proposed as a
potential design for a spectral imager, which collects the spatial and spectral
dimensions in a single exposure [8].
A light field detector samples both the position and angle of rays within the
camera. In contrast, the detector array in a conventional camera measures the
radiance integrated over all directions of rays incident upon each sensor pixel.
Sampling both position and angle adds a significant new quality to the recorded
data. Previous research on light field cameras has focused on methods to process
this new richness of data from the imaged scene, specifically, constructing digitally
refocused, synthetic photographs and estimation of specific object depths within a
scene [9, 10, 11]. Additionally, light field imaging has shown great promise for
microscopy applications like volumetric imaging of weakly scattering samples [12].
Light field microscopy (LFM) research has shown that 3-d deconvolution methods
can be used to reconstruct good estimates for the voxels of a 3-d sample.
In this study, the objective optic of the light field camera is a FZP, imaging a
distant scene, so digital refocusing and 3-d deconvolution methods now provide a
way to interrogate the spectral structure of the collected signal. This thesis seeks to
demonstrate and provide basic characterization of a Fresnel zone light field spectral
imager (FZLFSI). The FZLSI will computationally generate a 3-d spectral data
cube from a snapshot collection of the light field produced by optics based on
Fresnel zone theory.
2
1.1 Motivation
The full potential of diffractive optics based on FZP theory has been
continuously explored since they were first demonstrated by Lord Rayleigh. Now
coupled with the light field camera concepts, new opportunities emerge to capitalize
on the unique character of these optics. The focal spot size of a FZP is related to
the diameter of the optic similar as is found with refractive lenses. However, the
precision of current fabrication methods limits the maximum achievable diameter.
Essentially, a FZP is constructed from a series of concentric annular regions of
decreasing width. The outermost rings define the resolution limit to accurately print
the zone plate structure. Currently, electron beam lithography techniques have been
demonstrated to define structures smaller than 10nm [13]. However, this remains a
fundamental limitation on production of FZP optics. This fabrication constraint for
optics based on Fresnel zone theory has been addressed in previous work through the
development of zone plates with modified structures [14] and the photon sieve [15].
The photon sieve is composed of pinhole apertures of varying diameters aligned
with the Fresnel half-period zones that will be described in Sec. 2.1. These
apertures can be fabricated with widths greater than the underlying zone, allowing
fabrication of larger diameter optics than traditional FZP designs. Furthermore, the
distribution of these apertures can be controlled in such a way as to suppress higher
orders of diffraction [15]. For optical wavelengths, photon sieves have been
demonstrated with diameters of 0.1m for a 1m focal length while maintaining
diffraction limited focusing [16]. The possibility exists to fabricate and deploy
photon sieve optics with much larger diameters. The photon sieve offers significant
potential for small satellite sensor payloads as demonstrated by a payload designed
and tested for USAFA’s FalconSAT-7 [17]. However, this type of optic is restricted
to operation within a narrow bandwidth because of severe chromatic aberration.
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The imaging concept developed in this paper uses this dispersive power to measure
the spectral structure of a scene, and furthermore, could be used for panchromatic
imaging with photon sieves over broader bandwidths.
The axial dispersion of FZP-type optics enables a simple extension of light field
camera concepts and allows computation of the spectral structure of an image
collected in a single exposure. The concepts of synthetic photography and 3-d light
field deconvolution are well demonstrated in previous studies, and these same
processing algorithms can be simply modified to instead generate spectral data
cubes. However, measuring this added dimension of the scene comes at a price. In
order to capture the angular dimensionality of rays within the camera, some spatial
resolution must be sacrificed as will be described in Section 2.2. The camera in this
paper maximizes angular sampling since it is based on the earlier plenoptic camera
designs, but the presented concepts will apply to generalized light field camera
designs. Other light field camera designs have been demonstrated which offer much
better spatial resolution while preserving much of the angular sampling
characteristics by modifying the micro-lens array and detector placement [10, 18].
The design trade-offs for the light field detector assembly in the FZLFSI need to be
better understood so future systems can be designed to meet specific operational
requirements. This paper provides the starting point from which different light field
camera designs may be investigated for more refined application of this spectral
imaging concept.
1.2 Objectives
The goal of this project is to demonstrate a FZLFSI design and analyze its
performance in order to better understand the capabilities this new type of detector
provides. Part of achieving this target requires identifying the specific relationships
4
between the optical design parameters and resolution, both spatial and spectral.
The spectral resolution of the FZP depends on the total number of transparent
zones [19], similar in concept to the resolving power of a linear grating.
Incorporating the FZP into a light field camera design adds new complication
because it modifies the precision of how the spatial and spectral dimensions are
sampled. There is an inherent trade-off in light field cameras between spatial and
angular sampling [20, 21]. The complicated relationships between the FZP and light
field camera optical designs must be explored to better understand how to optimize
the FZLFSI for particular applications.
The FZLFSI will be demonstrated in this thesis through computer simulation
and experimental verification. Digital spectral refocusing will be demonstrated as
well as computation of the spectral structure of isolated pixels. The scope of this
project is limited to basic performance of the system and will not directly evaluate
the merits of a FZP and its use as an imaging optic. Additionally, only imaging at
optical infinity is considered to avoid the challenges of deconvolution based on both
object distance and wavelength. Spectral profiles will only be computed for isolated
pixels and a full 3-d light field deconvolution method will not be presented. The
objective of this project is to demonstrate the concept, providing fundamental
characterization and setting the stage for further development. This thesis advances
research in this area by providing experimental verification of the FZLFSI concept
and a computation model for evaluating the performance of future system designs.
5
II. Background and Theory
The FZLFSI is most easily described by separately introducing the theory
behind the two major components, FZP optics and the light field camera. The first
section describes general FZP theory with an emphasis on the focusing effects of the
FZP and its axial dispersion properties. Next, the light field camera is introduced
concentrating primarily on basic synthetic photography concepts. The discussion in
this thesis is limited to the traditional plenoptic camera which is a type of light field
camera where the micro-lens array is fixed at the focal plane of the objective optic.
2.1 Fresnel Zone Plate
Fresnel diffraction theory establishes the fundamental principles on which the
FZP is based. Consider a planar wavefront and an observation point normal to the
wave front at distance r0. The Huygens-Fresnel principle states, every point along
the wavefront can be represented as a secondary emitting point source. The
resulting wavefront at any later instant can then be constructed from the
superposition of the wavelets from the secondary emitters, with obliquity taken into
account [22, p. 444]. Fresnel half-period zones are then represented by constructing
a series of concentric spheres centered at the observation point, starting at radius r0
and increasing by a half wavelength each time. These spheres represent discrete
values of the optical path length (OPL) from the observation point. The annular
regions defined by where the spheres intersect the wavefront are called Fresnel
half-period zones as illustrated in Fig. 2. The optical path difference (OPD)
between all wavelets from a single zone arriving at the observation point remains
within a half wavelength. Therefore, the wavelets from a single zone serve to
reinforce each other. However, for each wavelet from a particular zone there is a
6
Figure 2. The Fresnel half-period zones are defined by the regions of a planar wavefront
with less than a half-wavelength OPD to observation point P. R0 is the OPL orthogonal
to the wavefront.
wavelet generated in the successive zone with a pi difference in phase. Thus, adjacent
zones will tend to cancel each other out. As a result, the net contribution at the
observation point from all the unobstructed zones is approximately equal to half the
contribution from the first zone. If every other half-period zone is obstructed, the
net effect will be significant constructive interference at the observation point from
the diffracted wavelets. This is how a FZP achieves focus [22, p. 495]. The following
discussion of Fresnel zone theory presents general characteristics that are common
to all diffractive optics based on the same principles, like photon sieves and
kinoform lenses. The equations that will be presented also accurately describe the
character of these optics. This study only considered the FZP, but consistent results
would be expected from similar diffrative optics.
The basic FZP structure is composed of an array of concentric, transparent
rings. The radii of the rings are calculated by considering the OPD between an axial
ray and a ray passing through the nth transparent zone. Referring to Fig. 3, the
Pythagorean theorem is used to express an OPD between successive zones that is an
integral number of wavelengths. This relation solved for rn, the radius to the center
of the nth, transparent zone becomes
7
Figure 3. The geometry of the FZP structure that ensures the OPD to point P for
the marginal rays in each zone, R+n and R
−
n , remain within a half wavelength. The
zone structure can be described by the radius to the center of the nth zone, rn, and the
width of the zone, wn, using the equations from the text.
r2n = 2nf0λ0 + n
2λ20. (1)
Where f0 and λ0 indicate the design focal length and wavelength for the FZP. For
most cases λ0/f0  1, so the second term in the above expression can be neglected
[23, p. 375]. With this approximation, the design focal length is
f0 ≈
r2n
2nλ0
. (2)
Wavelengths other than the design wavelength will also be focused by similar
diffraction geometry. The focal lengths for these wavelengths are calculated by
recognizing that the term r2n/2n is a constant parameter for a particular zone plate
[1], and other wavelengths still must satisfy Eq. 1. Therefore, the relationship can
be expressed as
fλ =
f0λ0
λ
(3)
where fλ is the focal length for light with wavelength λ.
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For negative zone plates, where the center zone is opaque, the inner radius of the
first transparent zone sets the relative phase of the waves at the focus as compared
to the unobstructed incident wavefront. The spacing between transparent zones
then achieves the focusing effect, which is why Eq. 1 can be used to describe the
center of each transparent zone. Also, it can be shown that the width of each zone is
wn =
λ0f0
2rn
(4)
[16]. This relation is derived from considering the OPD between R+ and R− then
solving for the difference between the radii using a binomial expansion as is shown
explicitly in [24].
For a FZP designed with the parameters discussed above, much research has
been done on its focusing performance. Early on, it was shown that the diffraction
pattern of the FZP approaches an Airy disk as the number of transparent zones
increases [1, 25]. Additionally, the focusing performance of the zone plate remains
sufficient for off-axis points. Considering a planar wavefront now incident on the
FZP at an angle, the focus remains sharp for small angles [26]. Myers derived the
following relation for the maximum angle, , to maintain good focus [1].
∣∣∣∣± (2f0nmaxλ) 1/2(nmaxλf0
)
sin− nmaxλsin2
∣∣∣∣ < 14λ (5)
This equation defines the maximum field of view (FOV) for this device. Beyond this
angle, the error in the OPD from consecutive transparent rings will no longer
produce well defined edges. For the FZPs in this paper, this condition is satisfied for
close to a 6o FOV.
With a spatial resolving power very close to a refractive lens, the unique aspect
of the FZP exploited in this thesis is its axial dispersion. As shown by Eq. 3,
9
different wavelengths will be focused to different image formation planes. Sussman
derives an expression for the axial irradiance at a given wavelength by integrating
the fields transmitted by each annular ring and simplifying the result using a
geometric series expansion [26]. The equation, with variable designations modified
to fit the conventions in this thesis is
E (0, 0, z) =
K[1− cos(2nmaxpifλ/z)]
(pifλ/z)2[1 + cos(pifλ/z)]
, (6)
for values of z not much larger than the first-order focal length, where K is a
constant value for a particular zone plate design and nmax represents the number of
open rings. The expression is important to this thesis because it models the spectral
response of the FZP. The spectral line shape predicted by Eq. 6 can then be used to
estimate the maximum spectral resolution expected for the FZP as shown in Fig. 4.
Eq. 6 can also be thought of as describing the spectral depth of focus for the FZP.
A narrow line shape means that spectral defocus occurs rapidly. Modeling different
FZP designs using Eq. 6 shows that the spectral depth of focus is sharper for low
f/# FZP designs. For spectral imaging with this type of optic, it is desirable that
Figure 4. The spectral resolution of a FZP determined based on the Rayleigh criterion
calculated using Eq. 6 in the text. This shows a resolving power of 286 for a zone plate
designed for 800nm light with a focal length of 500mm and a diameter of approximately
30mm.
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defocus due to wavelength occurs rapidly to limit spectral cross-talk between pixels
[7].
Another interesting effect demonstrated from modeling the spectral irradiance
close to the FZP using Eq. 6 is that there is more than a single maximum along the
optical axis. In addition to the primary focal point, there are other points where
relative maxima are observed. These other foci arise from the contributions of
higher diffraction orders. They occur, with reduced irradiance, on the image side of
the optic at distances of 1
m
f , for odd integer values of m. The appearance of these
higher order focal points presents a limit on the spectral range for a detector that
uses a standard FZP design. On the other hand, more modern FZP-type optics,
photon sieves for example, can be constructed to suppress these higher order modes.
The higher order modes arise because the rings in a standard FZP are symmetric,
and the higher-order diffraction components from different sets of rings
constructively interfere. This symmetry can be disrupted by random placement of
the photon sieve’s pinhole apertures across the underlying Fresnel zones [15]. Thus,
photon sieves would not necessarily experience this spectral range limitation.
There has been some discussion of using a FZP as a miniaturized spectrometer
[19]. This is being developed for applications such as hyperspectral microscopy. A
key advantage of the FZP for these applications is that Fresnel diffraction remains
appropriate for small optical distances as opposed to the Fraunhofer diffraction
limits of typical linear gratings. The spectral resolution of the FZP does not depend
on size but instead on the number of transparent zones, which offers a distinct
advantage for miniaturization of a spectrometer [19]. This characteristic can also be
seen in Eq. 6 where the sharpness of the peak only depends on the number of zones
and the focal length. The FZP can provide excellent spectral resolution once the
challenges in measuring axial dispersion are addressed.
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A different study considered using a photon sieve for high resolution spectral
imaging [6]. In this proposed system, the detector array is moved along the optical
axis to physically conduct measurements at different image formation planes. This
method highlights an important aspect of spectral imaging of this sort. Each
imaging plane contains superimposed blurred and focused images from closely
spaced spectral features. As mentioned earlier, a low f/# photon sieve is desirable
to narrow the spectral depth of focus and limit this effect. Spectral imaging with a
FZP-type optic presents a 3-d deconvolution problem due to the spatial and spectral
dimensions. Solutions to this deconvolution problem have been shown to be well
estimated through various computational methods, and as a result, photon sieve
spectral imaging is possible with higher resolutions than other commonly used
spectral imagers [6].
2.2 Light Field Camera
As the primary optic, the FZP sets the limit for the maximum achievable
resolutions, spatial and spectral. However, the computational sampling precision of
the spatial and spectral dimensions is determined by the optical design of the light
field detector assembly. This section introduces light field camera theory to cultivate
a better understanding of how this system can approach the limits set by the FZP.
Conventional cameras do not record much about the structure of the light forming
an image at the sensor array. Each pixel in the camera responds to the radiance of
incident rays integrated over all angles collected by the primary optic. The term
light field refers to the 4-d structure of the rays within the camera, both position
and angle. The plenoptic camera was introduced in 1992 by Adelson and Wang as a
device to measure the structure of the light field within the camera [20]. It is much
like a conventional camera, however the sensor array is replaced by a micro-lens
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array (MLA). Conceptually, the system can be represented as an array of small
cameras which image the objective optic. Each micro-lens allows the rays for a
single point at what was the conventional camera’s image plane to be separately
recorded based on incident angle at the micro-lens, as shown in Fig. 5. In the figure,
a single point on the detector plane corresponds to a single direction of ray at a
particular x value in the micro-lens plane. A single micro-lens collects all angles of
rays within the camera for a distinct image point [27]. Therefore, the spatial
sampling of the light field is set by the size of the micro-lenses and angular sampling
is determined by the size of detector pixels.
Keeping track of and describing the light field within the camera is often a
daunting task, so there are some conventions from within the light field community
that will now be introduced. The light field can be conveniently expressed by
correlating each ray with the point it intersects the primary optic (u, v) and its
intersection with the micro-lens array (x, y). Using this notation, each micro-lens
collects rays for a small range of x and y values across the full range of u and v.
Then, each pixel in the image under the micro-lens relates to a small range of u and
v. In this way, the light field can be expressed as a 4-d quantity L(u, v, x, y) where
(u, v) are the angular dimensions and (x, y) the positional dimensions. For
simplicity, the light field will often be described geometrically in 2-d (u, x). Figure 6
is a first-order ray diagram for several distant, focused objects across a span of
lateral positions. The figure shows the rays collected by each micro-lens and
presents the basic construct for the light field within the camera. Part c) of the
figure shows a different way to represent each ray based off the x and u values. In
this ray-space plot, each point describes a single ray within the camera. The grid
represents how these rays are sampled by the detector array. Each cell of the grid
represents a single detector pixel. In this representation, it is easier to understand
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Figure 5. Each colored set designates three rays at the same incident angle from an
object at infinity. These rays are then focused by the primary optic to a singe micro-
lens. The rays propagate through the micro-lenses and are separated by incident angle.
Each point on the detector corresponds to a distinct ray angle from the objective optic
for a particular image point. The MLA is fixed at the back focal plane of the objective
optic.
how micro-lens and detector sizes define spatial and angular sampling rates,
respectively. As a result, this method is often more intuitive for understanding
certain aspects of the light field and will be used again later in the paper.
Another useful convention for analyzing light fields involves two types of images
that would be formed through considering the different light field dimensions. The
first is the physical image formed under each micro-lens, which will be referred to as
the micro-lens image. Using the 4-d light field variable designations introduced
above, this image is constructed by the (u, v) elements for a particular value of x
and y. In the ray-space plot of Fig. 6, this corresponds to a vertical rectangle with
the width defined by the micro-lens apertures. This image is useful for evaluating
the angular sampling of each image point at the micro-lens array. The second image
construct commonly used is called the sub-aperture image. This term refers to the
image that would be formed if there were pinhole apertures at specific locations
spread across the objective optic [11]. These images are formed by the (x, y)
elements of the light field at a particular (u, v) coordinate. In the ray-space
diagrams, this is represented by a horizontal rectangle enclosing a small range of u
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a) b)
c)
Figure 6. Rays from several distant objects with small lateral separations are traced
through a traditional plenoptic camera. Four rays from each object point are traced
through the system. The rays are color coded by micro-lens image. a) shows a geo-
metric view of the light field camera system, b) is a magnified view of the micro-lens
and detector planes. c) shows the same rays projected into ray-space coordinates de-
fined by the location the ray intersects the objective, U, and position at the MLA, X.
This ray-space diagram concept is adapted from ref. [11]. Each micro-lens image is
formed by contributions from the rays across the entire objective optic aperture and
are indicated by columns of the ray space plot. The grouping of rays that would create
an image from a pinhole “sub-aperture” at a particular location on the objective optic
are indicated by rows of the ray-space plot. Each cell of the grid in the ray-space plot
indicates a detector pixel. See the text for additional description of these concepts.
values set by the size of the detector pixels. Each sub-aperture image shows the full
scene with shifted parallax. The resolution of these images is the same as the final
rendered image when standard digital refocusing algorithms are used. From these
two descriptions of the images collected by the light field, it becomes clear that
there is fundamentally a trade-off between spatial and angular resolution for a light
field camera. The number of pixels within each micro-lens image sets the number of
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different viewpoints, sub-aperture images, that can be constructed. In turn, if n x n
pixels are dedicated to each micro-lens image, then the total achievable spatial
resolution is reduced by the same factor when compared to a conventional camera
system [20]. A graphical representation of how the light field dimensions and images
are defined is presented in Fig. 7.
The micro-lens images define the angular sampling of the camera, and it is
relevant to include a brief description of the design consideration that arises. In
order to maximize the angular resolution, the image formed by the micro-lens
should be as sharp as possible with substantial coverage of the detector array [10].
For sharp images, the micro-lenses need to be focused on the objective optic. Since
the micro-lenses are small, the primary optic is essentially at optical infinity from
their perspective. Therefore, the detector array is fixed at the micro-lens focal
length to maintain good focus. In order to ensure this sharp focus, the separation
must be accurate within
∆u (fµ/∆x) (7)
where ∆u is the width of a sensor pixel, ∆x is the diameter of a micro-lens, and fµ
is the micro-lens focal length [10]. Next, in order to maximize coverage of the sensor
array, the image side f/# of the primary optic and micro-lenses are matched. If the
objective optic has a higher f/#, then there will be wasted sensor pixels between
adjacent micro-lens images. If the f/# is lower, then there will be image overlap.
Figure 2 in the Stanford Technical Report on plenoptic cameras has excellent
pictures demonstrating this effect [10].
The angular sampling is what sets the plenoptic camera apart and
fundamentally enables the computation of synthetic photographs. Synthetic
photographs are computed through modifying how the detector pixels are integrated
across the micro-lens images to render the final image. There are many ways the
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Figure 7. The 4 dimensions of the light field measured at the detector are defined as
shown above. Each cell of the diagram represents a single detector pixel. The (x,y)
dimensions depend on the position of the micro-lens image, and the (u,v) dimensions
describe the pixel location within the micro-lens image. The numbering convention
used in this thesis for the different dimensions is shown above. The origin for the (x,y)
and (u,v) coordinates is the center micro-lens image and the center pixel in a particular
image, respectively. The cyan highlighted cells indicate the pixels of a single micro-lens
image. Then, the highlighted green pixels correspond to those that would be used to
construct a sub-aperture image. The rays intersecting each of those pixels originate at
the same location on the objective optic.
light field data can be manipulated to create images from synthetic cameras with
different geometries. However, this thesis will only consider digital refocusing to
sensor planes orthogonal to the optic axis. The synthetic imaging equation is
derived from considering the geometry of rays propagating within the camera and
using basic radiometry to calculate the irradiance that would occur at the synthetic
imaging planes [11]. The synthetic imaging equation is
E(α·f0) (x
′, y′) =
1
α2f 20
ˆ ˆ
L
(u,v)
F
(
u ·
(
1− 1
α
)
+
x′
α
, v ·
(
1− 1
α
)
+
y′
α
)
dudv (8)
where the α = fλ/f0, the scaling factor between the actual and synthetic focal planes.
The irradiance, E, describes the power per detector plane surface area and the
radiance, L, is the power per surface area per unit steradian. In a sense, radiance
describes the contribution of each ray of the light field. The radiance can be related
to the photon flux and irradiance by the “cosine to the fourth law” [28, 50].
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However, in this case the paraxial approximation is used, so the cosine term is
eliminated from the expression. An integral photography method that has been
used in the past to compute this equation is adding scaled, shifted versions of the
sub-aperture images [11]. This concept can be demonstrated by considering an
array of sub-aperture images. Note that each sub-aperture image’s depth of field is
proportional to the number of sensor pixels within each micro-image [20]. When all
the sub-aperture images are added, the result is blurring of objects that are slightly
shifted in parallax from one image to the next. In his dissertation, Ng demonstrates
this light field property by showing the refocusing operation with just two
sub-aperture images [11]. The digital refocusing concept can also be understood
graphically by returning to geometrical optics and the associated ray space
diagrams previously introduced. As shown in Fig. 8, the refocusing algorithm is
essentially calculating a single pixel in the rendered image from adding the detector
pixels that sample the sloped line of rays indicated in the ray-space plot.
Remembering that the sub-aperture images are represented by horizontal
rectangular regions in ray-space, shifting each sub-aperture image will vertically
align the points in the figure. The degree of shift in the x-dimension per angular
Figure 8. The focused point in the synthetic image plane, indicated by the dashed
green line, corresponds to the rays indicated on the ray-space plot. Digital refocusing
can be represented as shifting and adding each sub-aperture image so all the points in
the ray-space plot are vertically aligned.
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sample, or the inverse slope of the line formed by the points in the ray space plot of
Fig. 8, can be expressed as 1− 1/α [11, 10]. This type of refocusing algorithm will be
referred to as a shear transform. An interesting extension of the digital refocusing
process is creating extended depth of field images. This is accomplished from
computing refocused images for several synthetic image planes and retaining those
sections of the image with sharp features [11]. This may be a useful technique for
conducting panchromatic imaging over broad bandwidths using FZP-type optics.
Recent work related to plenoptic cameras has considered the performance of a
generalized design where the micro-lens array is not positioned at the objective
optic’s focal plane. This can be done to trade angular resolution for increased
spatial resolution [10, 11, 27]. Much of the angular resolution can be recovered
computationally from prior knowledge of the scene. While other light field camera
designs should work with the imaging concept presented here, this thesis restricts its
scope to considering the traditional plenoptic camera design.
As mentioned earlier, the method of integral photography being proposed in this
thesis closely resembles current efforts in LFM [12, 29]. In those applications, the
light field is being used to generate a 3-d reconstruction of the scene for the purposes
of fluid flow analysis, flame dynamics, or volumetric imaging of weakly scattering
specimens. Similar as to what was discussed earlier for photon sieve hyperspectral
imaging, a significant challenge for volumetric imaging is isolating the computed
imaging plane contributions to only the desired, well-focused elements [30]. In the
photon sieve hyperspectral case, the problem arose because of overlapping blurred
images from wavelengths not focused at the desired imaging plane. For the
volumetric case, this same effect arises because the image at a particular depth
includes energy from the out-of-focus elements in adjacent focal planes [30]. Many
methods have been investigated to solve this problem and there are several
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promising, efficient methods. One example that has demonstrated high efficiency
uses frequency-domain deconvolution methods to eliminate the blur [29]. Similarly,
the method used in this thesis is based on 3-d deconvolution concepts presented in
[12]. This subject is certainly an area that warrants further investigation for
application of the FZLFSI. Further discussion of the digital refocusing and
deconvolution algorithms used in this thesis is presented in the next chapter.
2.3 Fresnel Zone Light Field Spectral Imager
An overview of the FZLFSI concept is presented in Fig. 9. As shown by Eq. 3,
the image formation plane depth for this system is inversely proportional to the
incident wavelength. Therefore, the same refocusing algorithms originally developed
for modifying the synthetic focused object depth will be applied to imaging at
discrete wavelengths. In this system, digital refocusing will allow the computation of
separate images at specific wavelengths from the light field recorded in a single
exposure. The same general concept of combining an axial dispersion lens with light
field camera designs has been recently proposed and simulated in [8].
The performance of such a system can be predicted from considering the
limitations of both the FZP and light field camera components. The spatial and
Figure 9. The FZP provides axial dispersion and the light field camera components
will allow refocusing to synthetic image planes defined by wavelength.
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spectral resolution of FZP-type optics is typically very good, but the the light field
camera concept limits how finely the spatial and spectral dimensions are sampled.
In this system, the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) depends on the size of the
micro-lenses which defines the rendered image “macro-pixels.” Smaller micro-lenses
will correspond to greater spatial and spectral resolutions. However, as mentioned
in Sec. 2.2, there will inevitably be a trade-off. Smaller micro-lenses will also mean
reduced angular sampling and thus, spectral range. The next chapter describes the
concept in more detail and presents simulations of the system.
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III. Simulation
This chapter discusses the system in detail, modeling the system both
geometrically and through wave optics. The geometrical model is the best way to
demonstrate the general concept, and it provides insight into the relationships
between particular design parameters. In developing the geometrical optics model,
the FZP was modeled by a thin-lens matrix with a focal length determined by the
FZP equations introduced in Section 2.1. However, geometrical optics is inadequate
for truly modeling diffraction phenomena which arise entirely from the wave nature
of light. While the geometrical model provides a simple approximation, wave optics
is needed to fully describe the system’s behavior. Therefore, a wave optics model
was developed and provides a more robust simulation of the expected imaging
performance, given ideal optical components and pure, monochromatic illumination.
Together, the two methods of simulation successfully demonstrate this imaging
concept and identify the factors that will determine spatial and spectral sampling
rates. The development and basic performance of the computational simulations
will be presented in this section, but detailed analysis of the results are discussed
alongside experimental findings in Chapter 5.
3.1 Geometrical Optics Model
The majority of light field camera literature employs geometrical optics since the
light field is a function that essentially describes the radiance distribution across
specific rays within the camera. While the geometrical approach definitely has its
limitations, it provides useful insight into system fundamentals. The geometrical
model in this paper was developed using matrix optics methods to model each
optical component and propagate rays through the device. The system was
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described using a combination of transfer matrices and thin lens matrices. The
transfer matrix is defined as
 1 d
0 1
, where d is propagation distance, and the thin
lens matrix is
 1 0
− 1
f
1
, where f is the focal length [31]. These matrices operate
on rays expressed in the form
 r
θ
, where r is the lateral position of the ray and θ
is the ray angle, relative to the optical axis. The FZP was approximated by the thin
lens matrix with a focal length that varies with wavelength, and to better account
for the FZP’s binary structure, only rays passing through the transparent regions of
the zone plate were traced, as shown in Fig. 10. The separation between the
micro-lens array (MLA) and the FZP was held constant at the design focal length
for the zone plate. Likewise, the detector plane was separated from the MLA by a
single micro-lens focal length, fµ. Each micro-lens was modeled by the thin lens
matrix. The matrix equation describing the propagation of a single ray through the
Figure 10. The basic geometrical model of the FZLFSI showing (left) the entire camera
set-up and (right) a magnified view of the micro-lens array and detector for a focused
wavelength. Only rays passing through transparent regions of the FZP are traced
through the system. The dots indicate micro-lens boundaries. The FZP structure
causes non-uniform illumination of the micro-lens images.
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system displayed in Fig. 10 is
 rout
θout
 =
 1 fµ
0 1

 1 0
− 1
fµ
1

 1 f0
0 1

 1 0
− 1
fλ
1

 rin
θin
 . (9)
Including the dispersion of the zone plate, as described in Section 2.1, fλ depends
on the propagating wavelength as expressed in Eq. 3. As written, the equation is
only valid for the center micro-lens, which shares its optical axis with the FZP. In
order to correctly model the propagation, the coordinates for the set of rays that
intersected a particular micro-lens were transfomed at the MLA plane to a new
coordinate system defined by each micro-lens’s optical axis. Then, the transformed
rays were multiplied by the micro-lens refraction and transfer matrices. This model
was computed and displayed using MATLAB®.
The geometrical model is useful for estimating the spectral sampling
characteristics of the FZLFSI. The dispersion of the FZP is axial, so the spectral
resolution will depend on both the spatial and angular sampling characteristics of
the light field detector components. For wavelengths close to the design wavelength,
the spatial sampling rate limits the spectral resolution of this system. In this region,
spectral differences will not be well-detected until the circle of confusion for the
unfocused wavelength exceeds the micro-lens width (Fig. 11). Considered from the
digital refocusing process standpoint for a point source, this condition must be
Figure 11. Similar triangles can be used to estimate the minimum change in wavelength
that will be well detected by the FZLFSI. The micro-lenses are assumed to be negligibly
thin and positioned at the design focal length, f0. The quantity fλ is the focal length
for the wavelength whose circle of confusion will equate to the micro-lens width.
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satisfied for more than just the central pixel in each sub-aperture image to be
illuminated. The spectral sampling limit can be described mathematically by
considering similar triangles formed by considering the closest detectable unfocused
wavelength. One triangle is formed from the FZP radius and the focal length for the
wavelength of interest (fλ), and the other triangle by the difference in focal lengths
and the micro-lens radius. This leads to the condition
|λ| > λ0
(
Wµ
WZP
)
(10)
where Wµ and WZP are the diameters of the micro-lens and FZP respectively. This
expression predicts a minimum wavelength difference of 13nm is required to satisfy
this condition in the prototype system that will be experimentally demonstrated.
The prototype system uses 0.5mm width micro-lenses and a 30mm FZP designed for
800nm. The sampling rate used here is relaxed slightly to 15nm to ensure a strong,
detectable response in the adjacent micro-lens images. This sampling rate is
demonstrated for two wavelengths close to the FZP design wavelength in Fig. 12.
Clearly micro-lens width significantly effects spectral sampling near the design
wavelength, but another important condition applies for wavelengths far separated
from the design. In these cases, the angular sampling becomes the dominant factor
for spectral resolution as shown in Fig. 13. In this region, the synthetic imaging
depths are much larger than the design focal length and thus changes to the
synthetic focal length do not stimulate as much of a difference in light field
response. A useful representation of the spectral sampling trends comes from
considering the rays that would achieve focus at synthetic focal lengths separated by
15nm across the detector’s range. Fig. 14 shows that as the wavelength decreases
below 700nm, the angular sampling rate becomes a more significant factor for
distinguishing between the spectral components. Then, as wavelength continues to
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Figure 12. Spectral changes will only be well detected when the wavelength’s circle
of confusion exceeds the micro-lens width. A spectral separation of at least 15nm is
needed for a significant change in the light field pattern indicated by geometrical optics.
The effects for a point source emitting different wavelengths focused by the camera is
shown in a) for 800nm (red) and 785nm (green). Row b) shows the effect for 785nm
(green) and 770nm (blue). The plots in the column on the right are the rays projected
into ray-space coordinates where each grid cell represents a detector pixel.
decrease, the angular sampling rate becomes the dominant factor that limits the
spectral resolution. For the system modeled, beyond 400nm the degree of angular
sampling is certainly inadequate to maintain 15nm spectral bins. Beyond this point,
the two different focal lengths are sampled nearly evenly by the same pixels across
the entire light field response.
The geometrical approach to modeling this system does not accurately describe
the diffraction effects of the FZP and it is useful to discuss some of these limitations
before moving on. In Section 2.1 the Huygens-Fresnel principle was introduced to
describe FZP function. From this description, if each point across a transparent
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Fresnel half-period zone acts as a secondary emitter, there are more rays within the
system than the first diffraction order, which results in strong constructive
interference at the primary imaging focal plane. This effect is demonstrated by Eq.
6 where there are multiple axial focal points arising from higher orders of
diffraction. The first order diffraction response is the desired component of the
signal we want to sample in the measured light field. For a conventional refractive
lens, the rays, after passing through the optic, are well approximated by one-to-one
correspondence with incident rays, but with diffractive optics this approximation is
no longer appropriate. There is zeroth order, direct transmission as well as multiple
higher orders of diffraction. The geometrical model fails to describe how other
diffraction orders will interact with the light field detector assembly, and wave
optics modeling of the system is needed to demonstrate these effects.
Figure 13. For point sources emitting at wavelengths far from the design wavelength,
the light field is focused to small regions within the micro-lens images. As wavelength
changes, these illuminated regions shift most significantly in the outermost micro-lens
images and angular sampling will determine if the wavelengths are resolved. This figure
shows the geometrical prediction for 485nm (green) and 470nm (blue) wavelengths,
indicating a high angular sampling rate is required to resolve these wavelengths.
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Figure 14. The rays collected by the light field camera to focus at two spectral focal
lengths separated by 15nm is demonstrated at 100nm increments across the spectral
range. Each ray is plotted as a point in ray space coordinates. The grid represents how
these rays are sampled. Each column represents a single micro-lens image and each
cell in a column represents a detector pixel. Only one quadrant of the full ray space
plot is shown to magnify the sampling characteristics as wavelength varies. The plot
on the right shows the slope of the rays projected in ray space coordinates decreases
asymptotically to 1 as wavelength decreases. The rate of change of the slope decreases
with wavelength which contributes to limiting the spectral bandwidth for maintaining
a 15nm sampling interval.
3.2 Wave Optics Model
Diffraction is fundamentally an effect due to the wave nature of light. Therefore,
in order to accurately simulate the FZLFSI, a wave optics model is required. The
wave optics model developed for this thesis simulates monochromatic imaging.
Images with different spectral components are simulated independently by
wavelength, then superimposed to form the measured light field. The simulation
presented uses the Fresnel approximation and should only be used for systems that
satisfy the conditions discussed later in the paper. This section will begin with
presenting the forward light field imaging problem given a known spectral data
cube. The light fields collected by this type of imager demonstrate a unique
character not observed in traditional plenoptic cameras and these qualities will be
introduced. Then, the inverse problem will be addressed along with how it was
implemented for this study. Standard light field digital refocusing algorithms were
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used for computing images at different image formation planes. Then, in the
spectral dimension, signatures for isolated pixels were calculated using both digital
refocusing and a 3-d deconvolution method.
Forward problem.
Fundamentally, the entire system is not well approximated as shift invariant, and
the light field point spread function (PSF) is unique for each point across the
detector array [30]. The light field PSF is more complicated than the PSF of a
conventional camera because it includes the response of the MLA. Therefore, the
PSF is not necessarily a power distribution localized to a specific region on the
detector plane, but instead includes the response from each micro-lens image formed
beneath the MLA. Since the system will be considered shift variant, it is more
accurately expressed by the more generalized superposition
F (s) =
ˆ ˆ
h2(s, λ,p)E(λ,p)dλdp (11)
where F is the light field irradiance at a position on the detector described by the
vector s. The term h2 is the light field PSF unique to a single detector location,
object point at vector p, and discrete wavelength λ. Finally, the term E represents
the true spectral irradiance being imaged, evaluated at a particular wavelength and
spatial location. The discrete modeling concepts presented in [12] for volumetric
imaging in LFM were modified for the system in this thesis allowing this
superposition to be re-cast in the matrix form
F = H E (12)
where H is a measurement matrix whose coefficients are defined by
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hsiλjpk =
ˆ
αi
ˆ
βj
ˆ
γk
h(s, λ,p)2dλdpds. (13)
The previous equation represents the discrete elements of the light field PSF, where
αi is the area for the ith detector pixel, βj is the area of the jth object pixel, and γk
is the kth spectral bin. An expanded representation of the matrix equation is
F = H [n× (k ×m) elements] E
Fs1
Fs2
Fs3
.
.
.
Fsn

=

hs1λ1p1 hs1λ1p2 hs1λ1p3 ... hs1λmpk
hs2λ1p1 hs2λ1p2 hs2λ1p3 ... hs2λmpk
hs3λ1p1 hs3λ1p2 hs3λ1p3 ... hs3λmpk
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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.
.
.
hsnλ1p1 hsnλ1p2 hsnλ1p3 ... hsnλmpk


Eλ1p1
Eλ1p2
Eλ1p3
.
.
.
Eλmpk

. (14)
The measured detector response, F , and spectral structure of the object, E, have
been re-cast into vector forms to simplify the mathematical expression. Given this
set-up, each column of H represents the light field PSF for a particular spectral bin
and object pixel. Each row represents the back projection of how much each
component of the spectral data cube influences a particular pixel of the measured
light field [12]. This expression is consistent with the method used in [8] to model
spectral imaging in light field cameras with axial dispersion optics.
The simulation in this thesis was developed to compute the light field PSF for
particular spectral elements, the columns of H. This was accomplished in two steps.
First, the FZP was modeled by adapting the development of the PSF for a simple
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lens found in Goodman [32, p. 110]. Then, the MLA modifies the phase of the field
focused at the array, which then propagates a small distance to the detector plane.
The reference planes used in deriving the impulse response are shown in Fig. 15.
The field from a unit amplitude point source positioned at (ξ, η) in the object
plane propagated to the front of the zone plate, using the paraxial approximation is
UZP (u, v) =
1
iλz1
exp
{
i
k
2z1
[
(u− ξ)2 + (v − η)2]} . (15)
In this equation, z1 equals the distance from the point source and (u, v) represents
coordinates at the FZP plane [32, p. 110]. Then, the wave passes through what can
be thought of as an array of apertures, the open rings of the FZP structure. The
field after the zone plate becomes U
′
ZP = UZP · PZP where PZP is the pupil function
that represents the FZP’s binary structure. Next, the field propagates to the
micro-lens array. Using the Fresnel diffraction equation, the field, or impulse
Figure 15. A diagram of the set-up being considered for calculating the FZP PSF with
labels corresponding to the equations used throughout this section. The distance from
the object plane is represented by the variable z1 and the distance to the micro-lens
array is z2. The labels for each axis will be used in the text as the variables representing
the coordinates defining the wave amplitude and phase across each reference plane.
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response, becomes
hZP (x, y; ξ, η) =
1
iλz2
¨
U
′
ZP (u, v) exp
{
i
k
2z2
[
(x− u)2 + (y − v)2]} dudv. (16)
Combining Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 results in the expression
hZP (x, y; ξ, η) =
1
λ2z1z2
exp
{
i
k
2z1
(
ξ2 + η2
)}
exp
{
i
k
2z2
(
x2 + y2
)}
(17)
¨
PZP (u, v) exp
{
−i2pi
λ
[
1
z1
(ξu+ ηv) +
1
z2
(xu+ vy)
]}
exp
{
i
k
2
(
1
z1
+
1
z2
)(
u2 + v2
)}
dudv
Further simplification is needed to make this expression tractable. The
magnification of the imaging system based on geometrical optics can be written as
M = −z2/z1. Substitution into the above equation and combining like terms yields
hZP (x, y; ξ, η) =
1
λ2z1z2
exp
{
i
pi
λz1
(
ξ2 + η2
)}
exp
{
i
pi
λz2
(
x2 + y2
)}
(18)
¨
PZP (u, v) exp
{
−i 2pi
λz2
[(x−Mξ)u+ (y −Mη) v]
}
exp
{
i
pi
λ
(
1
z1
+
1
z2
)(
u2 + v2
)}
dudv.
The first quadratic phase factor depends on object coordinates (ξ, η) and can be
ignored for z1 →∞, one of the initial assumptions for this project. The other
quadratic phase factor depends on image coordinates and will be retained. This
factor is kept in order to retain the phase characteristics of the field for propagation
through the micro-lens array. Finally, defining h˜ = 1|M |h and performing the change
of variables u˜ = u/λz2 and v˜ = v/λz2 presents a different representation of the
impulse response in Eq. 18 that now relates it to the Fourier transform of a scaled
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pupil function multiplied by additional phase factors.
h˜ (x, y) = exp
{
i
pi
λz2
(
x2 + y2
)}
(19)
¨
PZP (λz2u˜, λz2v˜) exp
{
i
pi
λ
(
1
z1
+
1
z2
)[
(λz2u˜)
2 + (λz2v˜)
2]}
exp {−i2pi (xu˜+ yv˜)} du˜dv˜
Eq. 19 was checked for accuracy by plotting the FZP’s simulated PSF at the MLA
plane against the analytic expression for a zone plate with the given parameters
(Fig. 16). Given this impulse response for the FZP part of the system, the object to
field formed at the MLA relationship becomes
UMLA (x, y) = h˜ (x, y)⊗ 1|M |U0
( x
M
,
y
M
)
. (20)
The second term in this convolution is simply the geometrical optics prediction for
image formation. Moving forward, these expressions are used to calculate the field
formed at the MLA, then the light interacts with the micro-lenses and propagates to
Figure 16. The simulated irradiance at the micro-lens array from a focused point source
at optical infinity agrees with what is expected analytically for a FZP. The simulation
results, indicated by the blue dots, were computed using Eq. 19 for a FZP with a
30mm diameter and 500mm focal length. The solid line is a plot of the Airy function
defined by the same parameters.
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the detector plane.
The micro-lens array acts on the field contributed by the FZP by adding another
quadratic phase factor specific to each micro-lens. Staying within the paraxial
approximation, a lens transforms an incident field with a quadratic phase factor
that modifies a wavefront to converge towards the lens’s focal point [32, p. 100].
The micro-lens array can be modeled by a comb function, defined by the center
point of each micro-lens, convolved with the quadratic phase factor expression that
a single micro-lens applies to the incident wavefront. After the micro-lens array, the
Fresnel diffraction equation is again used to propagate over the distance from the
micro-lens array to the detector array. Combining this effect with Eq. 20 yields
Uf (s, t) =
¨ {
exp
[
−i k
2fµ
(
x2 + y2
)]
Pµ (x, y)
}
⊗ comb
(
x
Wµ
,
y
Wµ
)
(21)
¨
1
|M |U0 (ξ, η) h˜ (x−Mξ, y −Mη) dξdη
exp
{
i
k
2z2
(
x2 + y2
)}
exp
{
−ik
[(
u
z2
+
s
fµ
)
x+
(
v
z2
+
t
fµ
)
y
]}
dxdy.
In this expression, Uf (s, t) represents the field formed at a particular location on
the detector plane. Ultimately, the quantity of interest for simulation will be the
irradiance at the sensor plane. The irradiance is calculated by taking the square
magnitude of Eq. 21. Rearranged slightly, the final expression becomes
Fλ (s, t) =
¨
1
|M |E0 (ξ, η) (22)∣∣∣∣¨ {exp [−i k2fµ (x2 + y2)
]
Pµ (x, y)
}
⊗ comb
(
x
Wµ
,
y
Wµ
)
h˜ (x−Mξ, y −Mη) exp
{
−ik
[(
u
z2
+
s
fµ
)
x+
(
v
z2
+
t
fµ
)
y
]}∣∣∣∣2 dxdydξdη,
where Fλ represents the light field response for imaging an object at a particular
wavelength. A similar development is accomplished by Shroff and Berkner for
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standard plenoptic imaging systems, and their result is consistent with Eq. 22 [33].
The algorithm used considers each object pixel separately for propagation through
the system, then superposition of the light field PSFs for each element of the object
constructs the final result as described by Eq. 14.
The continuous Fourier transforms described in the equations above are
computed as discrete Fourier transforms (DFT), so sampling becomes an important
consideration. The scaled FZP structure from Eq. 19 must be finely sampled to
accurately model the outermost rings. Also, the MLA plane must be sampled with
enough precision to accurately simulate the image formed by the FZP. The MLA
and FZP planes’ sampling requirements directly compete. Coarse sampling of the
FZP corresponds to finer sampling at the MLA and vice versa. The sampling rate
at the FZP is determined by L, the physical size of the array used to sample the
scaled FZP structure divided by N, the number of samples in each dimension,
δZP =
L
N
. Then, because the MLA and FZP planes are related by a DFT, the
resulting sample size at the MLA is
δMLA =
1
NδZP
(23)
[34]. The sampling rate at the MLA plane was kept above the maximum spatial
resolution of the objective optic. Based on the Nyquist criterion, the sample size for
the model was chosen as half the diffraction limited spot size of the FZP. In order to
finely sample at the MLA plane, a large physical array size, L, is required to sample
the FZP. Increasing physical array size then requires more samples along each
dimension to adequately model the fine structure of the outermost rings. These
sampling requirements and their associated computational burden may limit the
designs that can be simulated with this model. As new FZLFSI design concepts are
explored, the computational model should be further improved to efficiently predict
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performance.
While the system is not well approximated as translation invariant, it was
observed during simulation that the light field PSF exhibits a degree of periodicity.
The light field PSF for a source emitting a single wavelength at the point
(
ξ
M
, η
M
)
is
identical to a translated version of the light field PSF for a source at(
1
M
[ξ + aWµ] ,
1
M
[η + bWµ]
)
, for integer values of a and b (Fig. 17). This
observation is consistent with wave optics modeling of volumetric imaging in light
field microscopy [12]. This means that computing the light field of an object at a
discreet wavelength can be efficiently implemented using a convolution operation.
This is achieved by first calculating the light field PSF for the particular wavelength.
Then, the light field PSF is convolved with a down-sampled representation of the
object defined by the criterion for light field PSF periodicity introduced previously.
In this way, the computation becomes a limited number of convolution operations
defined by the sampling characteristics of a particular micro-lens image. There is a
certain degree of spatial translation in object space that is required before a
Figure 17. A 1-d ray space projection comparing the simulated light field PSFs for
two sources emitting at the FZP’s design wavelength. The plotted lines represent the
normalized irradiance within the micro-lens images. The columns of the plot represent
consecutive micro-lens images and the cells of the grid show the spatial and angular
sampling rates. The green and blue traces represent the light field PSFs from sources
that are separated by Wµ/M along a chosen dimension. The light field PSFs are identical
up to a translation on the detector array of a single micro-lens image. This character-
istic also holds for wavelengths other than the design wavelength.
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modified light field PSF is detected, as demonstrated in Fig. 18. Another
visualization of this quality can be seen in Fig. 6 where closely-spaced object points
are almost identically sampled within a single micro-lens image. Detectable
variations across the locations sampled by a particular micro-lens will then depend
on the pitch of the detector array. This characteristic also indicates that the
complete light field can be closely approximated by a single convolution operation
corresponding to the object points sampled at the center of each micro-lens. This
approximation can simulate the light field response of a monochromatic object in a
matter of minutes compared to the direct method which typically requires more
than 24 hours to run. The simulations presented in this thesis were primarily
computed using the direct method, but the convolution approximation was useful to
investigate certain system characteristics throughout the study.
An imaging simulation for a simple object emitting at the design wavelength,
800nm, and then at 740nm is presented in Fig. 19. This figure confirms the
simulation generates the expected light field response for focused and unfocused
objects. For focused objects, the micro-lens images are uniformly illuminated as was
Figure 18. A 1-d ray space projection comparing the simulated light field PSFs for two
sources emitting at the FZP’s design wavelength and spatially separated by 0.25Wµ/M.
This shows that there is a minimum amount of spatial separation required between the
two sources in object space in order to generate detectable differences in the light field
PSFs.
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shown geometrically in Fig. 10. Then for the unfocused case, the object’s features
are sampled across multiple micro-lens images. These expected effects are well
demonstrated in Fig. 19. Additionally, the light field presented an unexpected
phenomenon, unique to this type of light field camera and not predicted by the
geometrical models. Ghost images of the full object are formed in each micro-lens
image from zeroth-order, direct transmission and higher orders of diffraction. This
effect will be further discussed in Sec. 5.1.
Figure 19. Simulated light fields produced by a f/16.6 FZLFSI with a 500µm pitch
MLA. The images on the left show the detector plane response for the focused design
wavelength at the micro-lens array. The images on the right are for a shorter, unfo-
cused wavelength at the MLA. With the shorter wavelength, the edge of the H is now
sampled across multiple micro-lens images. Also, notice the ghost images of the full
object formed in each micro-lens image. These images form from zeroth-order, direct
transmission and higher orders of diffraction.
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Accuracy of the Fresnel Approximation.
The Fresnel approximation can be described using the Huygen-Fresnel principle
defining the secondary emitters at the diffraction plane. The distance from each of
these emitters is approximated by keeping only the first two terms of a binomial
expansion of the distance equation. The condition to maintain accuracy in this case
becomes
1 pi
4λz3
[
(x− ξ)2 + (y − η)2]2
max
(24)
where z represents the propagation distance, (ξ, η) are source plane coordinates, and
(x, y) are in the observation plane [32]. This expression describes that the
contribution of the first discarded term of the binomial expansion should be much
less than 1 radian to avoid introducing significant error to the phase terms of the
propagating field. For propagation from the micro-lens array to the detector, with
500µm diameter micro-lenses and z =8.31mm, this condition is not necessarily well
satisfied with a value just less than one. However, another characteristic that has
been shown to accurately judge the suitability of the Fresnel approximation is the
Fresnel number, NF = r
2/λz, where r is the radius of the aperture [35, p. 55]. For
the micro-lens propagation, the Fresnel number is close to 20 which has been shown
to still provide acceptable results. Additionally, the validity of the Fresnel
approximation for the FZP part of the system has been shown in previous studies.
The contribution from the first discarded term of the approximation, in this case, is
less than or equal to piλ/(16f0) [2]. For the simulations in this paper, this term is on
the order of 10−7, so the Fresnel approximation is well justified. Accepting the
potential for a small amount of error introduced by the Fresnel approximation when
propagating from the micro-lens array to the detector, the simulations in this paper
provide an excellent prediction of system performance.
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Inverse problem.
There are two approaches for approximating solutions to the inverse problem of
determining the spectral imaging data cube from the measured light field, digital
refocusing and 3D deconvolution. Digital refocusing does not account for the
unfocused contributions from wavelengths close to the spectral bin being imaged
and provides relatively coarse resolution in the spectral dimension. However, for the
purpose of this thesis, digital refocusing performs well for monochromatic imaging
and basic demonstration of the system’s ability to discriminate between the unique
spectral profiles of different light sources. Two digital refocusing techniques used in
this thesis are the shear and the Fourier slice algorithms. The shear algorithm is the
spatial domain implementation of the synthetic imaging equation, Eq. 8, as
conceptually demonstrated in Fig. 8. It can be described as shifting and stacking
the sub-aperture images formed from the sampled light field. These sub-aperture
images are constructed by using the same relative pixel from each micro-lens image
across the array. Then, these images are each shifted based on the depth of the
desired synthetic image plane [11]. In this way, the resolution of each sub-aperture
image is set by the number of micro-lens images, and thus, the resolution of the
final image will depend on the pitch of the MLA. The experimental portion of this
project used a MLA with 50x50 micro-lenses, so this significantly limited the
resolution of the rendered images. The simulations presented in this section do not
necessarily follow this constraint in order to better illustrate the concepts. Figure 20
demonstrates the digital refocusing of a simulated light field from the illumination
of unique objects at two discrete wavelengths.
The shearing algorithm is computationally expensive in that its complexity is
O (n4), where n is the number of pixels in the measured light field. However, the
shearing operation can be translated to the Fourier domain resulting in a reduced
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Figure 20. Two different, coplanar objects indicated in the top row, were simulated to
emit at discrete wavelengths. Then, the combined signal was collected by a f/13 FZLFSI
with a 200µm pitch MLA. The middle picture demonstrates the image formed at the
focal plane of the design wavelength for the FZP. This image represents the signal
that would be measured in a conventional camera design. In the modeled system,
the light field is collected and computationally processed to digitally refocus based on
wavelength. The bottom row shows digitally refocused images from the collected light
field, refocused to 600nm (left) and 700nm (right).
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computational burden with the complexity reduced to O (n2logn) [36]. This method
arises from considering the Fourier transform of Eq. 8. The shearing algorithm in
the spatial domain is essentially realigning the angular dimensions of the light field
and then adding each ray as shown in Fig. 8. It can be shown that this operation in
the frequency domain is equivalent to extracting a slice of the 4-d Fourier
transformed light field that is the DC component of the frequencies in the (u, v)
dimensions [37]. Mathematically, this is represented as
Eˆ (fx′ , 0) =
ˆ ˆ
LF (u, x
′) ei2pifx′x
′
dudx′ (25)
where Eˆ is the Fourier transform of the refocused image. The Fourier slice algorithm
has been shown to compute comparable quality of refocused images to the shear
transform. Of interest in this paper is the comparison of how these algorithms
perform in the spectral dimension. Figure 21 shows the computed spectral linewidth
of a monochromatic point source is consistent for both methods. There are some
artifacts in the spectrum computed using the Fourier slice method that may arise
from the degree of padding used when computing the 4-d DFT of the light field.
Digital refocusing methods work well for conventional photography, but are not
as precise when imaging different layers of a weakly scattering volume, such as in
light field microscopy. When imaging a depth in the volume, there are blurred
contributions from objects in planes adjacent to the desired depth. This is a
significant challenge for volumetric imaging and in concept is very similar to spectral
data cube processing from FZLFSI light fields. A method for better isolating images
from a single depth, or a single spectral bin, is implementation of a 3-d
deconvolution [8]. The most likely estimate for the true volume in LFM, or spectral
data cube with this system, can be determined from a Richardson-Lucy iteration
scheme using the measurement matrix from Eq. 14 and the collected light field [12].
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Figure 21. The computed spectral profiles for the shear (green) and Fourier slice (blue)
digital refocusing algorithms are compared for a simulated monochromatic point source
emitting at 716nm. Rendered images of a monochromatic point source were calculated
for 5nm spectral bins across the range. The irradiance for the rendered pixel of the
source is shown in the plots. The Fourier slice algorithm was computed without any
padding to the light field array and shows a small artifact in the line shape near 900nm.
For the purpose of this paper, this method will be further simplified to only consider
deconvolution in the spectral dimension for spatially isolated point sources (Fig. 22).
This was implemented by computing the light field PSFs for each spectral bin of the
pixel of interest. Then, the built-in MATLAB® Richardson-Lucy deconvolution
function was applied to the signal. The inputs to the Richardson-Lucy iteration
were the 2-d detector array response and the computed light field PSFs for each
spectral bin. Even with this simplification, the deconvolution method is much more
precise than the digital refocusing algorithms for computing spectral signatures. A
comparison between spectral profiles from a monochromatic point source computed
using digital refocusing and the Richardson-Lucy method is shown in Fig. 22. This
figure makes it clear that the Richardson-Lucy method is superior for resolving fine
spectral features. The algorithms for solving the inverse problem, discussed in this
section, are essential to analyzing the experimental performance of the prototype
system presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 22. The computed spectral profiles for the digital refocusing (blue) and
Richardson-Lucy deconvolution (green) methods are compared for a simulated
monochromatic point source emitting at 600nm. The plots show the normalized ir-
radiance of the source’s rendered image pixel across the range.
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IV. Experiment
This thesis provides experimental demonstration of spectral imaging by a light
field camera that uses an axial dispersion lens. In order to demonstrate the device,
the light field PSF for the prototype system was measured for several wavelengths,
which also confirmed the accuracy of the computer simulations discussed in the
previous chapter. Next, synthetic images of a resolution chart with monochromatic
illumination were processed for wavelengths across the approximately 100nm tuning
range provided by a Ti:Sapphire laser. Finally, the spectral signatures of two
calibration lamp point sources were computed to demonstrate the spectral sampling
capabilities of the prototype system. The experimental portion was purposely
limited in scope to investigate the fundamental aspects of system performance. For
example, monochromatic illumination was used to demonstrate digital refocusing by
wavelength. Also, when imaging point sources with spectral structure, the sources
were well-separated and at the same object depth. This was done to simplify
computation of the spectral profiles and minimize spectral cross-talk between pixels.
The full implementation of a 3-d deconvolution algorithm would help to account for
these effects and could be the focus of future research. It is important to recognize
that the experimental constraints were not dictated by fundamental physical limits
of the FZLFSI concept. Instead these laboratory control measures were imposed to
enable a clear demonstration of the system’s optical performance. The scope of the
experiment was also limited to the evaluation of basic optical properties and did not
include any characterization for the radiometric sensitivity of the prototype system.
The general experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 23. The FZP was set up with
an achromatic relay lens (L2) to conduct imaging at optical infinity for the
monochromatic imaging and spectral discrimination portions of the experiment.
This was required to maintain an image side f/# for the objective optic that
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Figure 23. The Ti:Sapphire laser was the primary source of illumination and was
spatially filtered then collimated using lens L1. A rotating diffuser was used to provide
incoherent illumination of a transparent USAF 1951 resolution target. L2 is a relay
lens for the FZP to image the resolution target at optical infinity. The micro-images
were projected on ground glass, and L3 is a relay lens to image the ground glass onto
the detector array.
matched the micro-lens array configuration. The relay lens was aligned to produce a
focused image of a USAF 1951 resolution target at the FZP image plane when the
target was illuminated at the zone plate’s design wavelength, 800nm. As discussed
in Sec. 2.2, the MLA was fixed at the design wavelength’s image plane and the
detector array should be aligned with the back focal plane of the MLA. However,
most commercially available camera assemblies have the detector array recessed
within the camera body making the separation of the MLA and detector plane
difficult to achieve in the laboratory setting. In these cases, a relay imaging system
can be used to image the back focal plane of the MLA [20, 12]. Fine ground glass is
placed at the back focal plane to reduce vignetting. During all parts of this
experiment, the MLA projected the micro-lens images onto a plate of ground glass
that was imaged onto the detector array inside the camera housing using an SLR
camera lens as the relay optic. The camera and relay lens were configured to achieve
close to 1:1 imaging of the micro-lens images. This also served to maximize coverage
of the detector array within the camera. Magnification in the relay imaging system
could be used in the future to better investigate the structure of the light field at
the ground glass but was not needed for this study.
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With the relay imaging system in place, precise alignment of the ground glass
and MLA was an important factor, as described in Sec. 2.2. These components were
coarsely aligned by imaging a point source located at the FZP plane. The point
source was constructed from a fully stopped down iris illuminated by a white-light
LED. The separation of the MLA and ground glass was tuned until a focused spot
was obtained for each of the micro-lens images. Uniform micro-lens PSF profiles
across the array were obtained by adjusting the tilt of the ground glass to ensure
the MLA and ground glass were close to parallel. Recall from Fig. 5, these focused
points represent the center pixel for each micro-image, and were helpful for
confirming the calibration parameters of the algorithm which reshapes the 2-d
detector response into a 4-d light field. They help to approximate micro-lens image
spacing across the detector array as well as identify any rotational misalignment.
Both these characteristics are essential for accurate construction of the 4-d light
field. Errors in constructing the light field will degrade both spatial and spectral
resolutions obtained by rendered images.
Following this coarse alignment, the separation of the MLA and ground glass
were fine tuned by imaging the Ti:Sapphire laser-illuminated resolution target with
the FZP as the objective optic. The separation of the MLA and ground glass was
adjusted to achieve the sharpest edges within the micro-lens images. Slight
variations of the illumination wavelength away from the FZP design wavelength was
useful to help identify the resolution target features within the micro-lens images
during alignment. The MLA, ground glass, and detector alignment that was done
for the prototype system initially was not varied during the remainder of the
experiment. With this description of the experimental set-up as a basis, the
following section provides more detailed descriptions of the components.
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4.1 Equipment
Tunable, CW Ti:Sapphire Laser.
A Spectra-Physics 3900S tunable, continuous wave (CW) Ti:Sapphire laser was
used as the illumination source to demonstrate synthetic imaging by wavelength for
this prototype system, across the range of wavelengths the laser was capable of
generating. The laser cavity was configured with optics that allowed wavelength
tuning in the range of 700 to 850nm. The tuning capability of this laser is achieved
by placing a birefringent filter inside the cavity to restricts cavity mode resonances
to specific wavelengths within this range. The angle of the filter can be finely
controlled and thus allows tunable, wavelength dependent modification to the
polarization of different modes. Wavelengths not returning to horizontal
polarization after a round trip through the birefringent filter are greatly attenuated
at the Brewster’s windows on both sides of the gain medium [38]. The Ti:Sapphire
laser output wavelength was well correlated to the birefringent filter’s micrometer
settings, so repeated wavelength measurements for specific micrometer settings were
not necessary. The output wavelengths were initially measured using a BW Tek
Exemplar® spectrometer which has a spectral resolution of 0.5nm [39] and a
look-up table for micrometer settings was created from this data.
As the laser output was tuned across this range, the gain medium emission
profile is not constant, and maximum intensity is observed near 800nm. This effect
caused variations in illumination power across the tuning range. This was not an
issue for the experiment since the results did not depend on absolute irradiance. In
order to demonstrate monochromatic imaging for this wavelength range, it was only
necessary for the detector to be sensitive enough to detect the laser illumination at
the lowest irradiance in the range, and it was. For each of the cavity modes across
this tuning range, the spectral linewidth of the output beam remains narrow. The
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spectral linewidth of the laser is less than around 0.1nm, so for the purposes of this
experiment, it was approximated as monochromatic [38].
Along with the spectral response of the laser, the beam quality of the
illumination laser is an important factor in characterizing the beam profile used for
measuring the light field and zone plate PSFs. At the pump powers used, M2 values
were obtained close to 1.06, as measured using a Coherent, Inc. ModeMaster PC
beam profile analyzer. This value indicates the beam profile is well approximated by
the Gaussian TEM00 mode. The beam was spatially filtered to eliminate higher
spatial frequencies, providing a clean signal for interrogating the various optical
components. Spatially filtering the beam requires focus through a pinhole just big
enough to transmit the waist of the focused beam. This technique is based on the
fact that the focal plane of a lens is the Fourier transform plane for the input beam
profile [32]. In this way, the pinhole aperture acts as a low-pass filter of the laser
beam’s spatial profile. The approximate spot size of a Gaussian beam after being
focused by a lens is described by the equation
w02 ≈ λf
piw01
(26)
where w02 is the spot size at the focus and w01 is the beam size just prior to the lens
[31, p. 78]. However, in order to maximize the energy transmitted through the
pinhole, the diameter is often made larger than this size by neglecting the pi factor
in the denominator. A pinhole of this size eliminates the majority of the higher
spatial frequencies and provides a clean beam profile. For this experimental set-up
w02 ≈ 5µm and a 10µm pinhole was used for the spatial filter.
After spatially filtering the beam, an achromatic lens was used to produce
collimated, uniform illumination of the target. The expansion of the beam at the
lens, after the spatial filter, can be determined by comparing the triangles formed
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by the marginal rays between the spatial filter’s lens and L1. This relationship can
be written in terms of the focal lengths of the spatial filter and L1, f1 and f2
respectively, as
w03 =
f2
f1
w01 (27)
where w03is the beam diameter at the collimating lens. The collimating lens in this
experiment was selected to provide a collimated beam large enough to illuminate
enough of the resolution target to adequately demonstrate the prototype system’s
imaging performance. The achromat used was a Thorlabs AC508-400 lens with a
focal length of 400mm.
In addition to spatially uniform illumination of the target, the illuminator beam
also needed to be incoherent, so that speckle effects could be precluded. The
coherence of the collimated laser beam was disrupted by placing a rotating diffuser
immediately before the resolution target. The rotation of the diffuser during
measurement eliminates the majority of the coherence effects that would be
otherwise observed [32, p. 162]. The rotating diffuser was constructed of a sheet of
ground glass rotated by an electric motor at a constant rate. However, a single sheet
of ground glass cannot provide perfectly Lambertian illumination, and the diffuser
was placed as close to the resolution target as possible to maximize the observed
radiance at the imager [40, p. 229].
Calibration Lamp Pinhole Sources.
For characterization of the prototype system’s spectral response, Oriel®
Instruments spectral calibration lamps were used. The two calibration lamps chosen
for this experiment were Hg-Ne and Kr because they demonstrate profiles with
significant spectral differences for features with maximum intensity [41]. The two
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lamps were shielded so only a pinhole aperture of each was imaged to simplify the
computation of spectral profiles, as discussed earlier. During these test runs, the
resolution target was removed and the lamps were mounted as close as possible to
the same longitudinal location. Realignment of the zone plate’s relay lens, L2 in
Fig. 23, was not necessary for demonstrating the spectral discrimination capability
of the system. This may have introduced small errors in the computed spectral
profiles, which were calculated assuming imaging at optical infinity.
Consistent spectral intensity of the calibration lamps over multiple test runs was
a concern. The spectral output of the Hg-Ne lamp is sensitive to temperature [41].
In order to maximize the intensities of the desired Ne lines, the lamp needed to be
kept cool. It was found that in order to do this, only a three-second run time was
used, and the lamp was allowed to fully cool between measurements. For thorough
spectral calibration of the detector, a more stable operating condition for the
calibration sources should be used. The measured spectral profiles of the calibration
lamps for these test conditions are shown in Fig. 24. Spectral profiles were
measured using the Exemplar® spectrometer.
Figure 24. The spectral profiles for the (cyan) Hg-Ne and (red) Kr calibration lamps
measured by the spectrometer. The Hg-Ne lamp was kept cool to bring out the Ne
lines. This was done by limiting run time to less than 3 seconds for each measurement.
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FZP Design and Fabrication.
As described in Sec. 2.2, the image side f/# of the objective optic should be
matched with the micro-lenses to maximize the size of micro-lens images on the
detector array but without overlapping them. This being the case, the FZP design
was constrained to an f/# of 16.62 based on the MLA available for the experiment.
Another consideration in establishing the FZP design was the intended spectral
range. This study considers the visible and near infrared spectrum, so the design
wavelength (λ0) was chosen as 800nm. The usable area of the rotating diffuser and
size of the collimating lens limited the testable FZP diameter to approximately
30mm. Additionally, though not a factor for this study, the diameter of the FZP for
a chosen wavelength is ultimately limited by the tolerances of the fabrication
technique. As seen by Eq. 4, as the diameter of the optic increases, finer precision is
required to accurately print the rings. For the FZP used in the experiment, the
narrowest ring width was 10µm which is well within typical fabrication limits. The
optic used for this study was manufactured as a photomask by Advance
Reproductions. The zone plates were designed using the equations introduced in
Sec. 2.1 and encoded in a Gerber file format that was compatible with the
manufacturing machines. The FZP was printed on a square, chrome-coated quartz
plate using the design file that was created.
The PSF for the FZP was measured to verify its optical performance and
identify any fabrication errors. This was accomplished by focusing a collimated,
monochromatic beam through the FZP. The focused point was then re-imaged using
a microscope objective. The microscope objective and detector were aligned to
magnify the focused point by a factor of 100. The HDR scale-and-splice method
shown in [24] was used to better image the weak PSF features. Then, the measured
response was compared to the simulation of the zone plate’s PSF (Fig. 25).
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Uncertainties in this PSF measurement arise from imperfect collimation and
alignment of the optical system. The quality of the collimation was measured using
a shear plate collimation tester, which indicated good collimation with a low-degree
of aberration. The measured PSF matched what was predicted. This indicated that
the FZP design and fabricated structure were accurate enough for the purposes of
this experiment.
Following this verification of FZP performance, the dispersion of the FZP was
characterized. The axial chromatic aberration of refractive lenses is commonly
expressed in terms of the Abbe number, which is the reciprocal of the dispersive
power of the lens. Typically, large Abbe numbers are desired, meaning a low degree
of dispersion. However, for this experiment, it is actually necessary for the optical
component to have significant, known dispersion, with a relatively low Abbe
number. The Abbe number, Vd, can be expressed as
Vd =
nd − 1
nF − nC (28)
Figure 25. The PSF for the FZP was measured to validate its design and fabrication.
The (blue) experimental measurements match the (black) predicted Airy function for
this FZP design. The measurements were conducted using a microscope objective to
magnify the PSF. Additionally, the scale and slice HDR method in [24] was used to
resolve the weak features in the PSF tails.
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where the lens material’s refractive index, n, is measured at the Fraunhofer lines
indicated by the subscripts [22, p. 270]. Measuring the Abbe number for a
diffractive optic, such as the FZP, requires modification of this expression using the
relationship between the focal length and index of a lens, 1
fλ
= [n (λ)− 1]C0, where
C0 is a constant for the particular diffractive lens [42]. Then, Eq. 3 can be used to
relate focal length of a diffractive element to wavelength. These lead to two new
expressions for the Abbe number, which were used to characterize the FZP in this
thesis
Vd =
1
fd
(
1
fF
− 1
fC
) = λd
λF − λC . (29)
The focal lengths were measured experimentally by illuminating the FZP with
collimated white light. Then, the spectral focal lengths were measured by using the
spectrometer to find the points of maximum irradiance for wavelengths close to the
appropriate Fraunhofer lines. The spectrometer was placed behind a fully stopped
down iris to limit the unfocused contributions of other wavelengths. Using this
method, the Abbe number was experimentally measured as Vd = −3.51, close to the
predicted value of −3.45. The Abbe number is negative, indicating that blue light
focuses to the right of the red, which is the opposite of dispersion in refractive
materials. The dispersive power, indicated by the low Abbe number, is much
greater than that from refraction in optical glasses where typical Abbe numbers are
greater than 25 [22, p. 271]. The predicted Abbe number for the FZP is consistent
with what is reported in references [42, 43, 44].
Micro-lens and detector arrays.
The micro-lens array used in this study was an OKO Technologies
APO-Q-P500-F8,31 which has square micro-lenses fabricated on fused silica. The
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micro-lens array had a 500µm pitch with a focal length of 8.31mm. The array
dimensions were 25x25mm resulting in 50 micro-lenses along each dimension [45].
This type of micro-lens array is designed and typically used for wavefront sensing
assemblies. The square micro-lenses were advantageous because they closely
matched the model developed for the computer simulations. Other light field
cameras have been designed using hexagonal micro-lens arrays and alternate designs
could be evaluated in future research. The size of the micro-lens array and the focal
length of the FZP ensured that the system’s FOV was within the FZP limit
described by Eq. 5.
A Mikrotron GmbH EoSens® 25CXP camera was used for the detector array
and configured with a Nikon 60mm AF-S Micro NIKKOR ED lens to conduct near
1:1 imaging of 1500 grit ground glass placed at the back focal plane of the MLA. As
mentioned earlier, the detector array was recessed inside the camera housing,
making a relay imaging system necessary. The camera housing was required to help
dissipate the heat produced by the sensor, so no attempt was made to remove the
detector from the camera housing. The detector array provided excellent resolution,
with a total of 5120x5120 sensor pixels. The EoSens® camera used has a
monochrome CMOS sensor with a responsivity greater than 1000(V/s)/(W/m2)
across the 400nm to 900nm range [46]. Ultimately, the spectral response of the
detector limited the spectral range of the system. In this experiment, the detector’s
range was adequate, but to cover other spectral ranges, a different detector should
be used. The MLA, ground glass, and relay imaging system is shown in Fig. 26 to
give a better idea of the compact size of the light field camera modification to the
imager’s back-end detector assembly. This demonstrates how this concept could be
easily applied to small satellite payloads or hand held devices.
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Figure 26. The camera with the SLR lens on the far left images the ground glass
that is aligned with the back focal plane of the MLA. The spacing between the ground
glass and MLA is only 8.31mm as indicated above. Thus, the light field detection
modification to a diffractive optic imaging system has a very small form factor.
4.2 Test Profiles
Light Field PSF Measurement.
The first step in characterizing the performance of the prototype system was
measurement of the light field PSF for various wavelengths across the tuning range
of the Ti:Sapphire laser. The light field PSF was compared with simulation results
to ensure the computational modeling of the system was accurate. In order to
conduct the measurements, the rotating diffuser, resolution target and lens L2 were
removed from the experimental set-up shown in Fig. 23. Then, the micro-lens array
was translated vertically, until the light field PSF was symmetric with respect to the
layout of micro-lenses within the array. This adjustment was necessary for the
experimental measurements to better visually match the simulation parameters,
which assumed point source symmetry with the center micro-lens.
The intensity of the Ti:Sapphire laser and exposure settings of the detector were
then adjusted to prevent detector saturation during measurement. The pump power
for the Ti:Sapphire laser was set at 8.0W, where the beam quality was known to be
excellent, and the beam power was reduced using a reflective ND 3 filter.
Additionally, the camera’s integration time for a single exposure was set to 1µs.
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The exposure settings and reduced laser irradiance were chosen to provide the best
visualization of the system’s light field PSF at the FZP design wavelength and were
adequate for measurement across the full tuning range. At the shorter wavelengths,
the output of the laser was reduced as expected. However, the irradiance at the
detector was still sufficient to provide a strong detector response at this shorter
wavelength, so detector noise factors were insignificant. Following these
adjustments, the light field PSF was measured for wavelengths in the 700 to 850nm
tuning range of the Ti:Sapphire laser. The wavelengths across the tuning range were
selected based on integral increments of the micrometer setting for the Ti:Sapphire’s
birefringent filter.
Monochromatic Imaging.
After the system’s light field PSF for different wavelengths was well
characterized, the rotating diffuser, resolution target, and lens L2 were returned to
the experimental set-up. This imaging configuration resulted in a much reduced
irradiance at the detector plane, so the laser intensity and camera exposure settings
were readjusted. This adjustment was again done with the illumination source set
at the design wavelength. In order to achieve adequate response at the detector
without saturation, the ND 3 filter was no longer required and the camera was set
for an integration time of 28ms. These settings were found to provide excellent
detector performance for light field collection across the spectral range.
Before collecting light fields to image the resolution target, the micro-lens array
was removed from the system to evaluate the baseline chromatic aberration of a
conventional camera with a FZP optic. Images of the resolution target were
collected across the Ti:Sapphire tuning range as a control group for comparison
with the rendered light field images. Then, the MLA was replaced and the light
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field was recorded for the same wavelengths. Finally, the resolution target was
removed and the light field was collected for the uniformly-illuminated rotating
diffuser. This measurement was conducted for calibration of the light field
processing algorithms. It identified the positioning and size of the micro-lens images
across the detector array at the time of the experimental run which are key
parameters for converting the 2-d detector output to a 4-d light field.
Calibration Lamp Spectral Discrimination.
The fundamental characteristic of a spectral imager is its ability to record
information in the spectral dimension of an imaged pixel. This basic performance
for the prototype system was investigated by collecting the light field formed by two
different calibration lamps, then computing the spectral profile for each source. The
calibration lamps were shielded to approximate pinhole sources. Additionally, the
sources were spatially separated to ensure that spectral crosstalk was not a factor for
the computed profiles. The 3-d deconvolution algorithms, where images are rendered
based on the spectral light field PSFs, are expected to minimize the influence of
out-of-focus components of the signal. On the other hand, spectral crosstalk is
expected to significantly effect the performance of digital refocusing techniques.
Another factor that became important for this part of the experiment is the
intensity of the calibration lamps. The laser provided a much stronger signal than
the calibration lamps. The reduced intensity of these sources required the detector’s
integration time to be set to a maximum allowed value of 100ms. The reduced
signal-to-noise ratio led to a constant offset noise term being significant across the
detector array. In order to compensate for this noise, several dark frames were
collected, averaged, and subtracted from the collected measurements. This simple
control was sufficient to mitigate the noise effects and resolve the spectral profiles of
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the collected signals.
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V. Results and Analysis
The results of both the simulation and test profiles are discussed in the following
sections. The chapter begins by evaluating consistency between simulation and
experimental results. Next, monochromatic imaging performance is analyzed. Along
with demonstrating refocusing by wavelength, these findings support the possibility
of using this type of system for panchromatic imaging with FZP-type optics over
larger spectral bands. The spectral sampling characteristics of the FZLFSI are then
considered, since this is a fundamental figure of merit for a detector such as this.
The chapter closes with a discussion of some potential designs for small satellite
sensor payloads and a handheld spectral imaging device.
5.1 Light Field Point Spread Function
The experimentally demonstrated light field PSF for the prototype FZLFSI was
seen to closely match the simulation results, as demonstrated in Fig. 27. The
measured light field PSF contains noise from the MLA’s relay imaging set-up that
serves to reduce the effective resolution of the images formed under each micro-lens.
However, even with this reduction in quality, the diffraction patterns formed in the
individual micro-lens images are seen to be well matched with what is expected.
Additionally, the distribution of the light field response across the micro-lens images
matches what was predicted. The close agreement between experiment and
simulation builds confidence in the accuracy of the computational model and the
conclusions drawn from its results.
The light field PSF for this type of camera demonstrates significant differences
from traditional plenoptic cameras. In a traditional plenoptic camera, the light field
PSF for a focused point is uniform illumination of the full micro-lens image.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 27. Comparison between (left) simulation results and (right) experimentally
measured light field PSFs for a) 716nm, b) 741nm, c) 773nm, and d) 800nm. There is
excellent agreement between simulation results and experimental measurements.
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However, as seen in the simulation results for 800nm, this is not the case for the
FZLFSI. In this type of imager, the micro-lens image is not uniformly illuminated
because of the unique structure of the FZP as the objective optic. In principle, each
micro-lens images the objective optic at the detector plane. With this
understanding, the simulated image under the micro-lens for 800nm agrees with
what is expected from the geometrical optics model shown in Fig. 10. There is a
dark center to the micro-lens image and the ring structure of the optic is weakly
resolved due to the diffraction-limited resolution introduced by the size of the
micro-lens aperture. For the unfocused wavelengths, the general shape of the
irradiance patterns under the micro-lenses agrees with what is expected by the
diffraction effects from a square micro-lens. This diffraction pattern for square
micro-lenses has also been demonstrated in similar wave optics simulations for light
field microscopes [12].
Another interesting difference from the traditional plenoptic camera is the zeroth
order of diffraction, which causes ghost images of the full scene to be formed in the
micro-lens images. For example, in Fig. 27 the light field PSF at 800nm has bright
spots in the micro-lens images surrounding the center image. The light field PSF for
a focused point source is normally a single, uniformly illuminated micro-lens image,
without any response elsewhere on the detector. This does not appear to be the
case here. A more clear visualization of the effect is achieved by projecting the
simulated light field PSF into a 1-d representation in ray-space coordinates. The
normalized irradiance profile at the detector is reshaped, such that each column
represents a particular micro-lens image. This facilitates better analysis of specific
features in the light field response. Figure 28 shows the light field response along
the x-dimension for simulated 800 and 600nm light field PSFs. The figure presents
an alternate representation of the light field response for 800nm shown in Fig. 27.
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Figure 28. The simulated light field PSF for 800 and 600nm projected to 1-d and
translated to ray space coordinates. Each cell of the grid represents a single detector
pixel. The blue and green lines indicates the normalized irradiance at each detector
pixel across the micro-lens images in the x-dimension and each cell of the grid rep-
resents a single pixel of the detector array. The downward shift of the peaks shown
for consecutive spatial samples indicates peak formation is shifting towards the center
of the array. The peaks near the center of each micro-lens image are independent of
wavelength.
The light field response for 600nm is similar to the unfocused wavelengths
demonstrated in the same figure. The aligned irradiance peaks from both
wavelengths in the micro-lens images adjacent to the center micro-lens image are
unique to the FZLFSI. As the location of a particular micro-lens image gets farther
away from the center of the MLA, the downward shift in the location of these stray
peaks indicates peak formation within the micro-lens image shifts towards the
center of the array of micro-lens images for each consecutive image. Also shown in
Fig. 28, the location of the peaks in the adjacent micro-lens images remains
constant as wavelength is varied. Therefore, these peaks are consistent with what
would be expected from the zeroth order. The shifting of peak location within the
domain of each micro-lens image is observed based on how the micro-lens images are
defined. The domain of each micro-lens image is based on imaging the objective
optic. The rays from the zeroth order diffraction of a point source at infinity are
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Figure 29. The domain of a micro-lens image is determined by (left) the imaging
geometry between the objective optic and a particular micro-lens. The micro-lens
images are not formed strictly beneath the physical dimensions of the micro-lenses.
On the right, the zeroth order, undiffracted rays, from a point source at infinity are
focused to a point aligned with the micro-lens optical axis. Based on how the micro-lens
image domain shifts across the array, the formation of the zeroth order focus will shift
toward the inner-edge of the micro-lens images for positions far from the center of the
array.
imaged to a point aligned with the optical axis of a particular micro-lens, but this
point is not necessarily in the center of the micro-lens image which is defined by
imaging the FZP as shown in Fig. 29. This effect was consistently observed in the
monochromatic synthetic imaging light fields discussed in the next section.
5.2 Monochromatic Synthetic Imaging
The images rendered from the collected light field for monochromatic
illumination across the tuning range of the Ti:Sapphire laser achieve the expected
resolution of 0.5mm based on the pitch of the MLA (Fig. 30). As discussed in Sec.
2.2, the digital refocusing algorithms used in this thesis are limited to computing
images at the resolution of the micro-lens “macro-pixels.” Group 0, element 1 of the
resolution chart represents a spatial frequency of 1cycle/mm or a line/space width
of 0.5mm [47]. Fig. 30 shows that this element is clearly resolved in the refocused
images across the tuning range of the Ti:Sapphire laser. For comparison, this same
group is barely resolved for imaging with the FZP alone across a maximum spectral
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a) 716nm b) 741nm c) 773nm d) 800nm e) 823nm
Figure 30. The experimental results for digitally refocused spectral images when il-
luminated with a tunable Ti:Sapphire laser: The top row shows images formed by a
conventional camera with no MLA to collect the light field. The bottom row demon-
strates digitally refocused images from processing the collected light field. Group 0,
element 1 of the resolution chart is resolved in the digital refocused images across the
Ti:Sapphire tuning range. This is the expected resolution that can be obtained from
an imager with a 0.5mm pitch MLA.
range of 770 to 820nm.
The design and operation of this type of sensor will be primarily analyzed
considering digital refocusing to synthetic image formation planes beyond the design
wavelength’s focal plane. These longer focal lengths correlate with wavelengths
shorter than the FZP design wavelength. As demonstrated by Fig. 30, synthetic
imaging is possible for longer wavelengths, but the refocus range will be limited
differently by the geometry of the camera. As the synthetic image depth approaches
the FZP plane, the focusing performance is no longer well described by the
approximations introduced earlier to model FZP behavior.
Beyond the range experimentally demonstrated, an estimate for the full spectral
refocusing range can be ascertained from Ng’s Fourier analysis of digital refocusing
in plenoptic cameras. From this, he showed there is a theoretical limit on computing
exact photographs without any loss in resolution. The relation he derives can be
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 31. Digitally refocused, simulated monochromatic images of an arbitrarily mag-
nified resolution chart are shown for a) 700nm, b) 600nm, c) 500nm, and d) 400nm.
This is the range expected by Eq. 30 for the simulated design, which approximates
the effective performance of the prototype system. The rendered images maintain
comparable resolutions across the full spectral range.
modified using Eq. 3 to show
λmin ≥
[
1
λ0
(
1 +
∆x
∆u
)]
(30)
where λmin is the wavelength limitation for perfect digital refocusing, ∆x is the
spatial sampling rate, and ∆u is the angular sampling rate [36]. For the tested
prototype, this range is predicted to be larger than the tuning range of the
Ti:Sapphire laser. The simulation results shown in Fig. 31 estimate the performance
of a system similar to the tested prototype over an extended range. The resolution
chart shown in the simulation is arbitrarily magnified to fill the simulated MLA. In
Figure 32. Images of the resolution target produced by the FZP at its design wavelength
focused (left) directly onto the detector array and (right) using the relay imaging set-
up demonstrate the static noise introduced by the ground glass. Comparing the finest
well-resolved elements between the two images shows the effective resolution of the
relay imaging system is about half the true resolution.
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the simulation, the MLA was constructed with 67 micro-lenses in each dimension
and 61x61 angular samples per micro-lens image. The experimental configuration
had 105x105 angular samples per micro-lens image, but the degraded effective
resolution introduced by relay imaging greatly reduced the precision of this
sampling.
The relay imaging system reduces the effective resolution of the system by a
factor of close to two, as shown in Fig. 32. This means that ∆u from Eq. 30 is
almost doubled as compared to without the relay imaging system. Therefore, the
range predicted by the simulation will be close to that of the experimentally
demonstrated system. This equates to an expected lower limit for the prototype
system around 400nm for exact digital refocusing. Beyond this range, refocusing
will still be possible with reduced image quality [36]. The angular sampling rate in
the experiment was not limited by the size of detector pixels, but instead by the
static noise introduced by the ground glass in the relay imaging system. Even with
degraded angular resolution, the prototype system demonstrated excellent
performance across the spectral range of the Ti:Sapphire laser, as expected. An
imager constructed without the relay imaging set-up is expected to achieve a much
improved spectral range.
During experimental measurement of the light fields used for digital refocusing,
images of the full object were observed in the micro-lens images as discussed in the
previous section (Fig. 33). The dynamic range of the sensor for the experimentally
measured light field obscures this effect in the fully illuminated micro-lens images.
However, the effect is clearly demonstrated in the darker micro-lens images. The
formation of these ghost images of the object is also demonstrated in Fig. 19. These
images are observed in the other measured and simulated micro-lens images
throughout this paper. The zeroth-order images do not appear to affect the
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Figure 33. Ghost images of the entire object from the zeroth order of diffraction form in
each micro-lens image. The left column shows what would normally be dark micro-lens
images due to the light field effect, and the right column shows fully illuminated im-
ages. (top) Simulated micro-lens images are shown along with (bottom) experimentally
measured. For the fully illuminated micro-lens image from the experiment, the ghost
image is difficult to resolve because of the computational precision of the measured
image.
performance of the light field camera. More detailed investigation of this effect
could be considered for future study in order to better understand the potential
advantages and disadvantages of this phenomenon.
5.3 Spectral Sampling
In Sec. 3.1, the geometrical limitations on the spectral resolution of this system
were introduced and close to a 15nm spectral sampling limit was predicted. This
limit is based on the minimum spectral variation required for significant change to
the measured light field PSF. These changes in the light field PSF are only well
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detected using 3-d deconvolution methods to process the collected light field. As a
result, the traditional digital refocusing methods can only be used as an estimate for
the spectral sampling performance of the system. Similarly, the degree of
uncertainty in computing object depth from digital refocusing has been investigated
in previous studies [9]. The traditional refocusing methods also do not account for
the out-of-focus contributions from adjacent spectral bins. This study measured the
spectral profiles of two well spatially separated sources to demonstrate the
fundamental capability of this type of detector. The results are shown in Fig. 34.
The digital refocusing algorithm was computed for the synthetic image plane depth
of each spectral bin to build a spectral data cube. Then the irradiance of the
rendered pixel corresponding to a particular lamp was plotted against wavelength.
While using the digital refocusing algorithms did not recover much of the spectral
structure of the two sources, it was able to clearly distinguish between the unique
spectral profiles of the calibration lamps. The prototype is clearly capable of
identifying the different spectral structures of pixels within a rendered image.
Figure 34. Irradiance of the rendered pixels correlated to the Hg-Ne (blue) and Kr
(violet) calibration lamps from digitally refocused photographs at the synthetic imaging
depth for wavelengths across the spectral range. The two sources were well-separated
during measurement to ensure spectral cross-talk was not a factor when computing
the shown profiles. These computed spectral profiles are compared with the higher
resolution spectra recorded by the spectrometer for Hg-Ne (cyan) and Kr (red).
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However, this also demonstrates the limited utility of using the digital refocusing
algorithms for processing the spectral dimension of the light field. In order to better
recover the spectral structure of the signal, 3-d deconvolution methods should be
applied.
The full complexity of performing a spectral 3-d deconvolution for this system
was not approached, and the scope was limited to constructing the spectral
structure for a single, isolated pixel. As discussed in Sec. 3.2, a Richardson-Lucy
iteration is one approach to forming the most likely estimate of the true spectral
data cube. This method was implemented on the light fields measured for the
Hg-Ne calibration lamp. The Richardson-Lucy iteration was performed for spectral
bins sampled every 15nm. The light field PSF used in the Richardson-Lucy
iterations for each spectral bin was computed by the wave optics model. The results
of the simulation were then scaled to match the resolution of the experimentally
collected light fields. The close agreement between the simulation and experimental
measurements demonstrated in Fig. 27 shows that this implementation should
provide accurate results. As a result, Fig. 35 shows that much of the spectral
structure could be recovered through implementation of 3-d deconvolution methods.
There appear to be some artifacts in the computed spectral structure and this thesis
does not robustly evaluate the performance of this processing algorithm. Further
development and optimization of these techniques is needed to efficiently compute
accurate spectral data cubes from the collected light fields.
Additional testing was done to investigate the level of spectral cross-talk between
pixels in the rendered image. The blurred contributions from the out-of-focus
spectral components of nearby pixels will influence the computed spectrum for the
pixel of interest. This cross-talk will cause erroneous spectral peaks to be present in
the computed spectral profile. It was found to become significant for rendered pixel
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Figure 35. Compares the irradiance of the Hg-Ne calibration lamp for each spectral bin
computed using a 3-d deconvolution method (green) and a digital refocusing algorithm
(blue). For reference, (cyan) shows the spectra measured by a spectrometer. The 3-d
deconvolution method is clearly superior for resolving specific features of the spectral
profile.
separations less than three, as shown in Fig. 36. These measurements were
conducted by creating a monochromatic point source, from the focused Ti:Sapphire
beam, very close to the calibration lamp aperture. When the two sources were
separated by less than three pixels, spectral cross-talk became a significant factor
when computing the spectral profile of the calibration lamp. As mentioned earlier,
3-d deconvolution methods are expected to minimize this cross-talk. Figure 37
compares the computed spectral profile from digital refocusing to that obtained
from the Richardson-Lucy method. This figure clearly demonstrates the utility of
the 3-d deconvolution processing techniques for computing the spectral dimension.
As an imaging spectrometer, an important figure of merit for this system is its
spectral sampling performance. This performance can be broken down into two
characteristics, spectral range and resolution. The highest achievable spectral
resolution is ultimately limited by the FZP, but the MLA and detector array
determine how finely the spectrum can be computationally sampled using this
system. This is similar to the depth discrimination properties of traditional
plenoptic camera designs. In these designs, depth discrimination is most
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Figure 36. The Hg-Ne calibration lamp and a point source created by focusing a
portion the collimated beam from the Ti:Sapphire were placed close together in the
object plane to evaluate the level of spectral cross-talk between rendered image pixels.
The computed Hg-Ne spectral profile is shown for nearby point sources at 800nm
(red), 773nm (orange), and 741nm (green). The rendered pixels for each source were
separated by 3 pixels (left) and 2.8 pixels (right). At separations less than 3 pixels,
erroneous spectral peaks significantly modify the computed spectral profile for the pixel
of interest.
significantly improved through increased spatial sampling, which means, smaller
micro-lens widths [9, 48]. The smaller micro-lenses increase spatial sampling at the
cost of angular sampling because there are fewer pixels per micro-lens image. This
Figure 37. The computed spectral profiles of the Hg-Ne calibration lamp with a nearby
point source at 741nm are compared between digital refocusing (blue) and Richardson-
Lucy deconvolution (green) methods. Spectral cross-talk is not observed for the 3-d
deconvolution technique.
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reduction in the angular sampling rate limits the spectral range of the device as
discussed in Sec. 2.2.
The maximum achievable spectral sampling rate of the simulated system was
previously estimated based solely on geometrical optics. This resolution is better
demonstrated across the spectral range by using the wave optics model to evaluate
the minimum change in wavelength that produces distinct features within the two
wavelengths’ light field PSFs. The irradiance of any real signal is not expected to be
uniform across a spectral band, and any overlapping features would not be well
resolved. Therefore, the size of the spectral bins sampled by this device will depend
on the formation of unique spectral light field PSFs. Wave optics simulations of the
Figure 38. 1-d ray space projection of the simulated light field are shown for various
wavelengths across the sensor’s spectral range. The tick marks indicate the pixels
within each micro-lens image. A 15nm wavelength separation in each of these spectral
regions maintains distinct features in the light field PSFs down to 400nm. This sampling
rate defines the size of the spectral bins measured by the system.
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prototype system confirm the geometrical model’s estimate for 15nm spectral bins
as demonstrated in Fig. 38.
The simulation results from Fig. 38 indicate that a 15nm sampling rate is
possible down to 400nm. For a signal that includes noise and intensity variation
across the spectral band, this sampling rate may cause difficulties near 400nm
because of the degree of similarity between the demonstrated spectral light field
PSFs. This shows that the digital refocusing limit described in Eq. 30 is close to
where the spectral sampling rate becomes inadequate. The digital refocusing limit
will be used to analyze the spectral range of the proposed system designs presented
in the next section.
5.4 Design Optimization
The prototype system demonstrated in this thesis is certainly not an optimized
design. The prototype was built to validate the concept and provide a baseline for
further improvement. Future studies should provide more comprehensive
characterization of FZLFSI systems designed to suit specific applications. This
section will discuss the optical design considerations identified in this study that
determine the spatial and spectral sampling characteristics for this type of system.
It is worthwhile to note that a key figure of merit not characterized in this study
that will significantly affect system performance is radiometric sensitivity.
Characterizing the radiometric sensitivity becomes more appropriate once a system
is designed for a particular application. There will inevitably be a trade-off between
the spectral sampling performance of the system and radiometric sensitivity.
These two aspects of performance are directly related to the detector assembly.
A design optimization scheme should begin with considering the detector array since
this component will be the key limiting factor because it directly determines the
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lower limit for micro-lens size. As shown previously, the pitch of the detector array
compared to the MLA determines the degree of angular sampling provided by the
imager. The angular sampling rate determines the spectral range for a given
micro-lens as described by Eq. 30 and is a fundamental aspect of all light field
imaging systems. The pitch of the detector array is a key factor limiting the
minimum size of the micro-lenses. Also, the size of individual sensor elements in the
detector array directly influences the radiometric sensitivity of the system. There
will be a limit to the minimum size of detector pixels that still provides adequate
response for the expected spectral radiance values associated with a chosen
application. Selecting a detector array requires balancing the radiometric sensitivity
of the detector against the desired spectral range of the device.
Once a detector array is chosen, the next step will be the design of the MLA. As
seen in the previous results, micro-lens size determines both spectral and spatial
resolution. Due to the axial dispersion property of the system, optimization of
spectral resolution will also maximize spatial resolution. For this portion of the
design, the important trade-off is between spectral resolution and range. The
spectral range is described by Eq. 30 and the resolution by Eq. 10. The prototype
system demonstrated a maximum spectral resolution of 15nm over a range from 800
to 400nm. The spatial resolution of the system can then be determined based on
the width of the micro-lenses and design focal length. For the prototype
demonstrated, the micro-lens size and system f/# correspond to an instantaneous
FOV (IFOV) of 0.36 radians. The demonstrated IFOV is certainly adequate for
certain applications, but the rendered image resolution of 50x50 is low. These
limitations in the prototype system could be easily improved with finer MLA pitch
and an array size that uses the full FOV provided by the FZP. To give an idea of
the space for improvement, the micro-lenses used in this study are almost 40 times
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larger than those used in some commercially available plenoptic cameras. As an
example of how the spectral range decreases and spatial resolution increases with
reduced micro-lens size, Fig. 39 compares the performance of similar optical systems
with 500, 200, and 100µm micro-lenses. Additionally, the spectral resolution is
expected to increase, as shown in Fig. 40.
The light field detector design was the dominant effect that limited the spectral
resolution of the systems demonstrated in this thesis. However, as designs seek to
achieve the highest possible spectral resolution, the spectral response of the FZP
may become significant. The design parameter that sets the spectral resolution of
the FZP is the f/# of the system. Low FZP f/# was shown to narrow the spectral
Figure 39. The spectral range to achieve exact digital refocusing performance is
compared between different designs for 500, 200, and 100µm micro-lenses. The modeled
systems use the same 30mm FZP designed for 800nm and similar sampling rates at the
detector plane. The rendered image’s spatial resolution for the smaller micro-lenses is
clearly superior, but the spectral range is reduced. The predicted spectral ranges for
each design from Eq. 30 are approximately 400, 100, and 40nm, respectively.
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Figure 40. Spectral resolution is compared between systems designed with 500, 200,
and 100µm micro-lenses. The modeled systems use the same 30mm FZP designed
for 800nm and similar pixel sizes at the detector plane. The spectral profiles were
computed for a single point source emitting at 750 and 780nm. The digital refocusing
method demonstrates how spectral resolution improves with reduced micro-lens size.
However, it does not accurately reflect the maximum achievable spectral resolution.
depth of focus and is desired, similar to how lower f/# increases depth
discrimination in standard plenoptic cameras [48]. This will only be significant if
the spectral sampling rate described by Eq. 10 approaches the spectral resolution of
the FZP.
Proposed Designs for Future Systems.
Based on the previous discussion, three system designs are presented to better
describe some of the potential capabilities of this type of sensor (Table 1). First, a
panchromatic imaging payload for a small satellite could be built using a photon
Panchromatic NIR spectral imager Handheld device
FZP diameter (mm) 200 100 30
Micro-lens diameter (µm) 14 470 100
Detector pixel size (µm) 1.7 4.5 1.7
Spectral bin width (nm) 0.046 5.64 2.67
Spectral range (nm) 0.378 395 131
IFOV(mrad) 0.125 2.35 1.67
Table 1. Proposed system design schemes for potential application of this type of sensor.
The first two systems are designs proposed as sensor payloads for small satellites. The
third scheme presents the capabilities of a handheld, small form factor snapshot spectral
imager. All of the proposed designs are f/2 systems.
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sieve as the objective optic. Falconsat-7 is a 3U CubeSat configured with a 200mm
membrane photon sieve designed to conduct solar imaging at a wavelength of
656.45nm (H-alpha). The optical subsystem currently requires a narrowband, 0.7
angstroms FWHM, H-alpha filter to eliminate out-of-focus spectral contributions
near the desired wavelength [17]. A FZLFSI could be designed using the same
objective optic design with a 14µm MLA and a detector array with 1.7µm pixels.
As shown in the table, this would provide a 3.78 angstroms spectral range for
generating perfectly refocused panchromatic images. This is certainly an
improvement in the spectral bandwidth of the detector as compared to using the
filter but would also result in decreased spatial resolution. The reduced resolution is
about one eighth of the diffraction limited resolution the system could achieve
without the light field detector modification. This spatial resolution could be
improved with a corresponding reduction in spectral range, which ultimately will be
limited by the fabrication limits on the pitch of the micro-lens and detector arrays.
The second example is a NIR spectral imager that could be constructed as a
small satellite sensor payload. This design has a much broader spectral range at the
cost of reduced spatial and spectral resolution. This represents the fundamental
design trade-off for this type of system. Increased spectral range reduces spectral
and spatial sampling rates.
The last proposed system is a compact, handheld spectral imaging concept. This
demonstrates a more balanced design between spectral range and resolution. An
application for the handheld imager would be for the detection and investigation of
specific material signatures in an area of interest. The handheld imager would be
designed for a spectral region containing unique spectral features of the target
material. Alternatively, a design of this type could detect disturbed earth signatures
for counter improvised explosive device (C-IED) purposes. Areas with disturbed soil
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have been shown to demonstrate detectable changes in the quartz Reststrahlen band
[49]. The Reststrahlen band is a relatively narrow spectral region that this type of
sensor could interrogate at a high spectral sampling rate. This would provide the
troops on the ground with an on-scene tool to identify hazard areas and opens up
possibilities for redundant identification of threats across multiple modalities.
These proposed designs represent a small subset of all the possible applications
of this sensor. Another key advantage of this sensor not discussed above is that the
entire spectral profile is captured in a single snapshot, and thus, it may provide
substantial capability for spectral imaging of dynamic environments like gas plumes.
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VI. Conclusion
6.1 Contributions
This study has demonstrated the Fresnel zone light field spectral (FZLFSI)
concept, showing that it can be used to distinguish between spectrally unique points
in an image. The prototype system was also able to render digitally refocused
images, based on wavelength, across a range of more than 100nm. This
experimentally demonstrated performance shows the potential capabilities of
FZLFSI systems and sets the foundation for further development. This work also
provides a computational model that accurately simulates the performance of this
type of system. Particular designs will inevitably be linked to operational
requirements, and the computational model can be used to evaluate the
performance of the optical system with varied design parameters. This thesis
consolidates the key Fresnel zone plate and light field camera design trade-offs to
better inform the development of future systems. Since the scope of this thesis was
limited to demonstration of the system and basic characterization of optical
performance, there are significant opportunities for future work to further evolve
this concept as discussed in the next section.
6.2 Future Work
The prototype system demonstrated in this thesis is far removed from an
optimized design of this type of imager for any application. Further research into
design optimization will better refine the range of unique capabilities offered by this
system. Improved designs will provide much better spectral and spatial resolution
balanced against the desired spectral range of operation. These particular designs
and the associated design trade-offs should be further evaluated for generalized light
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field camera designs. For example, a system based on a focused plenoptic camera
light field detector configuration would offer much better spatial resolution with
some reduction in angular sampling and thus spectral range. This type of design
may be better suited for rendering panchromatic, extended spectral depth of field
images. Additionally, future systems should be designed with photon sieves as the
objective optic. The photon sieve is a more realistic option for operational
employment of this system.
Another goal for future research should be characterization of this type of
system’s radiometric sensitivity. As part of this, the noise equivalent spectral
radiance (NESR) limits for a detector are a key factor to determine suitable
operational employments of the sensor. NESR should be evaluated for this system,
especially because binary diffractive optics will inherently limit the detection
efficiency for weak signals. Additionally, further study should be done on spectral
calibration methods for a FZLFSI. When dealing with weak signals, detector offset
and gain noise factors becomes significant. Consistent spectral performance for
varied signal strengths requires robust spectral calibration of the detector.
Design optimization and radiometric sensitivity characterization would also both
benefit from an improved computational model of the FZLFSI. The simulation has
difficulty modeling FZP structures with many rings because the sampling criteria
discussed earlier. Huge arrays are needed to fully sample the structure of the
outermost rings. As these rings become smaller, finer sampling is required. The
model also does not include any noise factors and converting it to a stochastic
model would aid with fundamental characterization of the radiometric sensitivity. A
simulation that includes modeling of noise factors would help inform future system
designs to support applications where weaker signals are expected.
Finally, in order to exploit the full spectral imaging capability of this system,
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robust and efficient 3-d deconvolution methods are needed. The implementation of
these methods will minimize spectral cross-talk between pixels and maximize the
achievable spectral resolution for the system. Computational methods are crucial
for light field processing and maximizing the performance of light field sensors. The
3-d deconvolution method proposed in this thesis was based on findings from light
field microscopy research. Future studies should consider the full range of light field
computational methods to provide a better implementation for processing the light
fields collected by a FZLFSI.
6.3 Closing Remarks
There is considerable potential for future FZLFSI systems that will offer unique
capabilities to both the spectral imaging and binary diffractive optic research
communities. Not only does this type of system provide a compact snapshot
spectral imaging capability, but it also could expand the bandwidth of photon sieve
panchromatic imaging systems. While the demonstrated spatial resolution was
relatively low, future designs can easily achieve improved performance. This type of
system provides a simple, compact optical design of a spectral imager that could be
optimized for a variety of applications. Given current manufacturing standards for
all the components involved in this type of system, it is feasible to construct a high
resolution, snapshot spectral imager. Additionally, the demonstrated concept
provides a new possibility for broadband panchromatic imaging with diffractive
optics such as the photon sieve. The spatial resolution of such a device would be
limited by the pitch of the micro-lens array but would still provide a significant new
capability. Furthermore, resolution limitations may be minimized in future designs
based on generalized plenoptic camera designs where the micro-lens array is not
necessarily positioned at the design focal length. There is significant trade-space for
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the different components in a FZLFSI design and this project has established
baseline characteristics to help evolve future designs. There is still significant work
to be done to optimize FZLFSI design to support relevant operational sensing
requirements and fully realize the unique capabilities offered by this type of detector.
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